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Bill boots two off BOT
1\vo members of Eastem's
lloard of 'lhlstees were asked to
quit their jobs as lobbyists or
·gn from the board after a bill
approved in the state legislaHouse Bill 3412, which bans all
tegmered lobbyists from serving
on boards or committees making
·cy in Illinois, was enacted on
ov.24.
After an amendatory veto from
ernor Rod Blagojevich, the bill
overridden in both houses and
Betsy Mitchell, former BOT vice
· person and registered lobbyist, and former BOT member and
i'egistered lobbyist Julie Sullivan
were both asked to make the
rcl10ice.
''We were given a choice, 'say
you were no longer a lobbyist or
~ign," said Mitchell, who served
DD the board since it was formed in
1994 and was one of its charter
knembers.
"Since I derive most of my

"Some (groups) want bills passed,
some want bills defeated and some
want
a presence in Springfield."
. 4\
The bill was passed to avoid
unethical practices that could
occur when lobbyists make policy
for the state, but both Mitchell and
Sullivan said they saw no conflict
with their jobs and positions on the
Jule SUlllvan
board
Belly Mltchell
"I like governmental processes;
., will certainly
•s;nce I derive
that is why I wanted to serve on the
abide by their
most of my
judgment."
board," not because she wanted to
income from
"push contracts" Mitchell said.
being a regisincome from tered /obbyiS~ I
"That was not my intent."
being a regis- could not give
Sulliyan, who would have served
tered lobbyist, I that up."
on the board from 2001 to 2007,
could not give
turned in her letter of resignation
that up," she said. "I have two kids on Nov. 24, the day the bill was
in college."
enacted.
A registered lobbyist gives rep"I will certainly abide by their
resentation to groups in the state judgment," Sullivan said. She repcapitol and sends the concerns of resents the Illinois Association of
that group to legislators, Mitchell Realtors; her only client.
said.
Both Sullivan and Mitchell said
"I am a contract lobbyist, and I · they will continue to support the
have different clients,'' Mitchell alumni ass0ciation and Eastern in
said. The Girl Scouts of America is the future.
included within her clientele.
''They pay me to be their legisla- Adninislralion Editor Kevin Sampier can
tive consultant," Mitchell said. be reached at k_sampierOholmall.com
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IT'S BEGINNING TO LOOK A LOT LIKE ...

ChristmCs in the Heart of Charleston
- By Nora Mabeny
STAFF WRITER

Christmas is coming to Charleston ·ear1y.
On Dec. 6, the Charleston Christmas
Committee will sponsor the ninth annual
Chrisbnas in the Heart of Charleston.
The event, which runs from 4 to 8 p.m., is
the city's official start of the holiday season.
"Ifs a real great way to kick off the holi-

day season," said Therese Kincaide, an
event volunteer.
The festival, which is free to the public, is
held in the Charleston Square near the Coles
Cotmty Courthouse.
"The Square is such a unique place,"
Kincaide said "It used to be the focus of
business in Charleston and the committee
wanted to put the focus back on it."
Kincaide said more than 1,000 people
attended the event last year, but attendance
depends on the weather.
''We've never cancelled the event
because of weather,"1Gncaide said
The festival has entertainment for all
ages including free carriage rides, a free
showing of "A Christmas Story'' at 4 p.m. at
the Will Rogers Theater and a free production of Hans Christian Anderson's ''The
Snow Queen" at Charleston Alley Theater.
Carolers, costumed characters, a live
nativity and choirs also will be on hand
Local businesses provide free refreshments and the Knights of Columbus will provide free roasted chestnuts, Kincaide said
The Santa Parade start at 6 p.m.
After the parade, children can visit
Santa's house and get their picture taken
with him. The house is located in the former
Then Reach building, Kincaide said
In addition to the free refreshments and
entertainment, shops on the Square offer
special deals. .
The shops decorate their windows and
some have live window displays.
The event also lets the annual Gingerbread
House Cootest. The lwses are displayed in
stq> winOOws. The wirmer :receives $100.
Kincaide said Eastern students volunteer
at the event and attend as well
Rachel Heiclier, an English graduate student, said she had heard of the event but
never attended
''But that doesn't mean I won't in the
future," she said
"I think that it would be a great experience," said Robin Mullin, a senior English
major. "There's so little to do in Charleston;
it wou1d be nice."
For more infonnation visit charlestontourism.org
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Suburban
Express
cuts one
weekend
• Independent bus service decides
against carrying students north
before finals week
By Holly Frejllch
STAFF WRITER

The Suburban Express bus company will not
send its regularly scheduled buses going to the suburbs of Chicago on Thursday, Dec. 11 or Friday,
Dec.12.
"There are no buses scheduled to go to the suburbs next week," Susan Bulla, Suburban Exp~
employee, said. "Howevec, there are scheduled
bl18e8 going to the Chicago euburbs set to depart on
Wednesday, Dec.17 and Thursday, Dec.18.''
The buses typically depart from the Suburban
Express office located on Fourth Street across
from Pemberton Hall Thursday afternoons at 4
p.m.
and
Friday afternoons at 3:15
"Any time I need to go
p.m.
The buses
home I don't have to
return
on
worry about
Sunda y
evenings
transportation."
around 9:45
p.m. to two
--Michelle Erickson, sophomore elelocations:
mentary ecb:allon major
Stevenson
Hall
and
Carman Hall.
"For the week of final exams, Dec. 17 and 18, the
buses will depart from the usual location at 4:30
p.m.," Bulla said. "There will be only three stops
instead of the five routine stops."
The buses usually stop at the Armory at the
University of Illinois, the Matteson Holiday Inn,
Chicago Ridge and Oak Brook malls and Woodfield
Mall in Schaumburg. On Dec. 17 and 18, the buses
will only make stops at Chicago Ridge, Oak Brook
and Woodfield malls, Bulla said.
The buses will then return to the Charleston area
on Jan. 11 around 6 p.m., Bulla said.
Students who utilize the bus service have good
things to say.
"I have used the Suburban Express bus service
in the past," said Michelle Erickson, a sophomore
elementary education major. "Ifis one of the most
convenient services they offer at this school. Any
time I need to go home I never have to worry about
transportation because I know Suburban Express
can provide it for me."
Jessica Jetter, a sophomore physical education
major said, "I have taken the bus home many times
and have had a good experience every time. It is
convenient for me because I live so close to Oak
Brook mall, and the prices are very reasonable."
A one-way ticket would cost a student $2295, and
the cost to go round trip would be $32.95.
"I am planning on taking the bus home on Dec.
17," said Julie Maida, a sophomore elementary education major. "I am so grateful that there is a company like Suburban Express on campus. It makes
getting home so much easier."
Tickets for buses leaving Dec. 17 and 18 go on
sale Thursday, Dec 11. The normal Suburban
Express office hours of operation are 10 am. to 4
p.m. Tuesdays through Fridays; however, the office
will change hours for the week of Dec. 14.
"The office will -only be open on Thursday, Dec.
11, and Friday, Dec. 12, but will have the usual
hours of operation," Bulla said.
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RUA to sell
finals relief
By JennHer Peryam

idea of general student parking
which would include designated ·
lots for underclassmen and
The
Residence
Hall upperclassmen.
Underclassmen currently pay
Association has discussed the
final exam kits, a Lip Sync $150 a year for parking permits
Contest and a possibility for and upperclassmen pay $50.
music performers such as
Some upperclassmen RHA
lJJdacris and Outkast to perform members said it is just a perk to
for Family Weekend next year.
have parking made available t°'
RHA members will distribute them.
final exam kits Monday from
Nachel Glynn, president of
4:30-7p.m. These kits will include RHA, suggested members think
candy and snacks as a gift from of ideas and concerns on the
Eastern student's parents.
parking issue this week and rome
Tron Young, Carman Hall back next week to discuss.
"All views and personal
Resident Assistant, said he is
organizing a Lip Sync contest. expressions of these parking
There will be an entry fee and ideas should be expressed equalfirst, second and third prizes will ly," Glynn said.
be awarded. The contest will
University Board business was
PHOTO SUBMIT
occur on Feb. 6 in the Seventh also covered at the meeting.
Jessica Killough, 16, of Charteston, Adam Foote, 15, of Mattoon and Meghan Kuhn, 11, of Charleston, practiol
Street Underground at the
Jared Rowcliffe, secretary of
"The Snow Queen" Monday evening dwtng a dress f9hersal at the Charteston AMfrf 1hea1er. There will be a
Martin Luther
King
Jr. McKinney Hall and RHA memperformance Saturday dwing Christmas In the Heart of Charteston.
University Union.
bers will hand out surveys to stu''This event was inspired by dents that will be used to inform
the success of the Drag Show, the University Board what kind
and we are working on the organ- of musical performers students
i7.ation, registration and workers would like to see for Family
Weekend 2004. Rap, R&B and
for the event,'' Young said.
Young is working with the pub- Blues musicians are all options
By Mlchael Schroeder
upon herself to travel to the Snow
lie relations committee in adver- on the survey.
STAFF WRITER
Queen and rescue Kai.
tising the event. 'There will be
"I have been here for one and a
Along her journey, Greta runs
guidelines for contestants to fol- half years, and I have not seen a
The Charleston Alley 'Theatre is across many people who help her
low, and a guest performer will survey passed out to students
putting on a winter play which will find out what has happened to her
..-d. Young said.
like this. We are trying to be a
be featured as a part of the friend and assist in her attempts to
Christmas in the Heart of rescue him.
·tolm&'.i!Jll~ this event!$ intend- -bridge and- connect with stueci bnn1i'Natl0Mf 'ttesidence''~ "dents,"it6~cllm'Said. ,,,, n,
·" ··Charleston·Festival this weekend..
Kai gets a piece.of ''bad glass"
Hd~OPlll'f'iftf..IUiAAogeth-u ,_,, Comedian Wayne.~rady enter"Although th~ ••oey. ilJ 9ot a , put.in. hjs ey~.l>Y ~Snow Queen.
er. The event 1¥~s ' 'originally tained families in Lantz Arena at
Christmas story, it is a winter sea- Tbis results in him oot being able to
scheduled for Jmi 30 but was this year's Family Weekend and
son story, and it has a good message see the world in the correct way.
postponed because RHA's Spring problems involving the sound
for any time of the year,'' the direcGreta must find a way to save
Retreat will occur that day.
system occurred. RHA members
tor, Jeri Matteson-Hughes said.
him from this altered vision so they
RHA has approved taking 14 feared the same would happen if
1'he Snow Queen," a Bernice can leave the Snow Queen.
delegates and five alternates to musicians were to come for next
Bronson adaptation of a Hans
Matteson-Hughes described the
the conference.
year.
Christian Anderson fairy tale, will play as the· "typical hero journey,
''We will have a fantastic time
''We are trying to- get ideas of
be acted out by local performers.
except for this time, the hero is a
at the conference and are all real- who students would like to see
It has "a strong female protago- little girl."
ly looking forward to it,'' said come and perform by filling out
nist as the main character,''
The actors in the play range
Megan
Stepp,
National these surveys,'' Rowcliffe said.
Matteson-Hughes said.
from ages 10-6.5.
C o m m u n i c a t i o n
Rowcliffe also said other uniMegan Kuhn, 11, plays the main
Although in the past Hughes has
C o o r d i n a t o r /I 11 i n o i s versities are known for having
character, Greta, who has a male bad Eastern students in her cast,
Communication Coordinator.
big-name performers come and
best friend named Kai
. this year it consists of all
· Student parking issues were put on a concert, but students
Kai will be performed by 10- Charleston residents.
also discussed at the meeting. don't expect that to happen at
year-old Charleston resident
Having a younger cast is also an
One issue is the accessibility of F.astem.
Braydon Babbs.
exciting prospect,. Mattesonparking lots for upperclassmen
"It could happen. It depends on
In the fairy tale, Kai decides to Hughes said.
since the amount of underclass- how much money students are
leave with the Snow Queen to the
"Using kids in the show as well as
men has increased.
willing to pay for tickets," he
lands of the North. Greta takes it adults also broadens the horizons
RHA members discussed an said.
STAFF WRITER

'Snow Queen' usurps stag
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Here it is, your last free weekend before everyone breaks down
and buys an excess of caffeine
pills and extra pencils to chew
during finals week. You can stay
out until 4 a.m. Friday, sleep until
1 p.m. the next day and not have to
worry about missing class. With
that said, check out what's going
on this weekend around the area.

Activities for Friday

+

.

Percussion concert: Does
putting up those Christmas decorations get you in the holiday
mood? Eastern's percussion
groups will get everyone in the
holiday spirit when they present
their Holiday Concert at 7:30 pm
in McAfee Gymnasium south.
Featured groups will include the
Concert Percussion Ensemble,
Marimba
Orchestra
and
Latin/Rock Ensemble. The concert is free.

+ Lunchbox Voodoo: Looking
for some laughs to relieve stress?
Go see the hilarious sketch comedy of Lunchbox Voodoo at 9 p.m.
in 7th St. Underground.

('llgl;lt ,~
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WHAT'S
HAPPEllN'
Brltlany Robson
ACTIVITI ES EDITOR

Activities for Saturday

+ Breakfast event: Hungry for
some good breakfast? The annual
Holly Day breakfast, sponsored
by the Charleston Parent
Teacher Association, will be at
Mark 1\vain Elementary School,
102113th St., from 8-11 a.m. The
event includes a pancake and
sausage breakfast, silent auction,
book fair, photos with Santa and
holiday games. Tickets for the
breakfast are $3; tickets for the
games are $.25 each or 5 tickets
for $1.
+ University Board movie:
"Terminator 3: Rise of the
Machines"
is
in
Buzzard
Audi~orium at 5 and 8 p.m.
+ Talent show and concert: Club
Corleone (ooh, fancy word) is at
8:30 p.m. in 7th St. Underground.
According to Willie Bess from the
University Board, COrleone will

......... .,,-

...

be a talent show with
including a TV, DVD player
personal radio. It will also ·
a concert from a Chicago
rapper, Recesses Mac.

+ Band performance: If
the above ideas tickle your
you can go see the
Fadproof, a neo-grunge rock
The three-piece band's
ance starts at 9 p.m. in the
Pemberton Hall .
Activities for Sunday

+ Symphony: The
Symphony Orchestra will
form the Holiday Concert at
7:30 p.m. in McAfee Audi
south. The university Pe
Ensemble, Chamber En
and Men's Chorus will ·
Rock out to favorites s
"Nute
Tchaikovsky's
Suite,'' including the "Dan
Kazoos," "The Russian
and "Arabian Dance." Tic
$8 for general admission
for students and seniors.
are available at the door.
the McAfee lot off of
Street.
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Dreaming of a stress
free Christmas
Kalhertne Roche

their rooms while the rest
study in· the main resi"I live in a house with dence
lou~ges,
floor
When thinking of
lounges, library, etc.
five other girls, which
Christmas break, one
According to Fraun
would usually reflect on
pretty much means no Lewis at the Academic
time off from school and
Assistance Center, stua long relaxing vacation,
dents will be able to make
studying gets done."
but to the average collast minute schedule
lege student, thinking of
-colleen Clarke, sophomore adjustments after the
Christmas break means
)lunallsnl major Dec. 8 deadline.
thinking of finals.
She also said that
Finals can be an
although no workshops
extremely stressful time
will be available during
for students, and the thought of being able to finals week, advisers will be offering assisrelax seems like an allusion.
tance to any stildents with concerns.
"I live in a house with five other girls,
The Academic Assistance Center adviswhich pretty much means no studying gets ers will also be available to help students
done," said Colleen Clarke, a sophomore who are having difficulties or need referrals
journalism major. ''No matter where I go in · in regard to the tutoring schedule.
my house it will always be noisy."
Lewis encouraged students to also use the
Clarke said she usually takes advantage center's Web site for any' tutoring concerns
of the library like many other Eastern stu- or questions.
dents. During finals week, Booth Library
For students who procrastinate and live in
will have extended hours.
a place where serenity is not an option, the
Weekend hours at Booth will be Friday Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
Dec. S from 8 a.m. to S p.m., &iturday 9 am. will be open 24 hours, Swiday through
to 9 p.m. and Sunday noon to midnight.
Wednesday.
During the week from Monday Dec. 8
The University Union will close Thursday
through Thursday Dec. 11, it will be open 8 at 11 p.m. and Friday at S p.m. The Food
a.m. to 1 a.m.
Court will keep its regular hours of 7 a.m. to
The library also has group study rooms llp.m.
available on a firSt come, first serve, basis.
Hudson said dining service hours will
The rooms are usually very popular dur- remain the same, but the halls will have
ing finals week so they fill up fast, a library. study breaks and quiet hours on floors.
employee said.
''The convenience stores will be open
Mark Hudson, director of housing and from noon until midnight," Hu~n said.
dining, said 80 percent of students study in
STAFF WRITER
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Erik Fister, a senior psychology major, begins stuclng for finals earty Tlwusday afternoon In
the Food Ccut.

More mild days expected Low voter turnout normal
By C8rty Mulady
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Scarves, gloves, hats and umbrellas
should be added to this weekend's fashions if
students are planning on leaving the warmth
of homes or residence halls.
"Bundle up," advised Dalias Price, local
weather obser\rer and former Eastern professor.
.
Snowflakes are likely to fall into this afternoon as the temperature hangs below freezing and Thursday's precipitation continues,
Price said.
Dan Smith, meteorologist for the National
Weather Service in Lincoln, said Charleston
could receive up to. an inch·of snow by late
Friday morning.
The bulk of precipitation should fall north
of the Charleston region, Smith said.
Snow could accumulate, Price said,
depending on the track of a low pressure
system heading into the area. Should the system travel over the region, temperatures in
the 3Gs can be expected to drop into the 20s
llvemight, he sajd, which would be conducive to more snowfall.
"After all, we have to remember it is winter time," Price said.
·
The season is approaching what he labeled

BJ Brtaa O'Malley '
~~~-Ji~ ~l~d-bllSHlilA ~ ·~·citL~:~ I
'mid•wftlter"'tfme''l\'hen the•1!f\l'etage 1daily" ·<S'ftrOFN?' 'G1>teRNMENT EDITOR l..· When studeft~ nm for a Oe~~y see~e'"'Jksues
t~mperc\ture is typiCally ·32 degrees- ~d · - ··0~1..i.. ~ . ,
I
~.,,~••,, (u~1.pos1
.
·~ ~~the.1~~ecutJNt~':'1o.A~;.that...~utfkbe
fewer.
·· · · ·
·
·
Tiie · Student Senate · 1 1'olml; tHey ,-i:ampiaign .nd.,. '.~w.ork~<km,f'::' "'·
Until then, we'll still have some mild received 13 new members put up posters, which are
Lacy said she already has
days,'' Price said.
after 244 students went to seen by many students, plans of issues to work on.
Temperatures so far this year are slightly the polls and voted. .
Howell said.
"I have a deep passion for
Walsh said the Student diversity on campus," Lacy
above average.
Student Senate Speaker
"It is a little wanner than the normal Mike Walsh said the spring Senate consists of 12 on- said. "I feel there have been
would typi~y be this week in elec tions have always campus senators, 12 at- a lot of problems with diverDecember," Price said. "But only a few received more votes than large senators, 6 off-cam- sity on this campus."
degrees above."
the Fall elections.
pus senators and the execLacy was one of only
"It's because there's no utive board. This semester four new senators elected
Weekend temperatures will be slightly
warmer, Smith said. Saturday's highs are campaigning in the Fall," five students ran for on- and said she is in good
forecast in the low 40s with mostly sunny WalSh said.
campus positions, one ran company.
skies.
Adam Howell, chair of the for an off-campus position
"I feel that the people
Sunday also is expected to be sunny with Shuttle Bus Committee, said and nine ran for at-large that were chosen have a
voice,'' Lacy said. "They
temperatur es in the mid-40s at the he thinks each student run- positions, Walsh said.
warmest time of day.
ning for a senate spot should
The executive board are student leaders."
The National Weather Service Web site
campaign and earn his other consists of the Student
Elected on-campus senaBody President, Student tor Quinton Thomas, a
shows forecast of a high near 47 degrees votes.
Monday with possible rain. The night time
"I think candidates should Senate Speaker, executive freshman career and techlow is forecast at 35 degrees.
advertise themselves bet- vice president and vice nical education major said
Tuesday's predicted high is 41 degrees ter," Howell previously said. presidents of student he was honored to have the
Howell said the fall elec- affairs, academic -affairs opportunity to represent
with possible rain. Temperatures will fall
overnight to a forecasted 29 degrees and the tions ·usually only reeeive and financial affairs.
the students.
Elected senate member
"I wanted to make a difcontinued precipitation may turn to snow as about 100 votes, but the
. Wednesday's high is around 37.
spring
semester
has Keila Lacy said she is happy ference
at
Eastern,"
reached up to 1,000 votes in to take her position as an at- Thomas said. "I wanted to
Associate news editor Carly Mullady can be the past because that's when large "senator.
help out the students as
reached at Loislayne83@aol.com. executive board members
"It's definitely an honor," much as I can."
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(19) of three clJ.lldren, my
little brother and sister are
also in their teens, 80
.
Santn pile of presents are
· now pe.
the jolly
man'i ~of~ was
~laced Witti half the
lnve@t9-l'Y from Best B~.
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pl'OCCIS, bu1: eTell tbill, that
tis becondng even
to pye at my house-

Imt._

Jall1 a.ma. Bcl&or' in cldl!/
......... .llanaPrl editor
Miit wmarna, NftlS editor
~ tMldJ, Aaaociate new editor

...,... a.llrtelo, Ec:llorlal J10Be·editor

...... --.Sparta editor
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Senor . . . . .
midamHnaldhlycobnnllt

hold.
We own 80 many DVDs I
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think "G~" is on the mostwaDted li8t.
rm o~ with single life
this month became fin~
•Christmas~ for a~
frtmd is, ~cult. That
point WU
dmimr 8
recent 1ri9 to the mall wlt1l
two trieacla ~for
~8 for their ddfrlindl.
After INl.Ciluffrom one
end of die mall t.o the other,
twlce,.we ftmlly w.ikod ·
into a J.C. Penney. My
friends were goi.Dg to buy
jewelry.(l'll leilve tile names
anonymous, just in case.)
Ml'm ~my girlfriend
a rinR with her blrtllstone in
it," Friend No. 1 announced.
"rll get what you're gettina.• Friend No. 2 said.
"Wait, what month is your
girlfriend bom in?" I asked
to Friend No. 2.
"Umm ..•" No. 2 replied.
Sheesh. if only women
liked cashews.
Here's some shopping tips
for last-minute sho_ppers
taken from an Ed Stroligo
article from December

Mmtln allo IB a

hours
•
main an

aaphanlOl9 jownalllm . . . .
Heamtlle . . . . .
....... 1. . . . . .

aam

•

sue
TbB Ol8l'lesUln City Council mac1e· a
••n'lbesday not to extend bar hours,
dllt doesn't mean the issue should be
council voted 3-2 against extending
to2a.m.
Charleston and Eastern came
with the interests of what was
belt fer students, the dty and businesses.
.Mayor Dan~ recognized a
compromise.
-rllil is not all or
nothing," he said

••Ill'

,.....,.
houri

•
•;.-be• issue for the
mmctl to consider in
the future. 'ibe dty
and students need to 41Mliilil
keep pushing.
University administration and student
and city representatives felt bar hours were important
enough to hold meetings over the 1ast few
months to discuss ways to make it happen.
This is not a new issue; the dty council
bas discussed extending bar hours in past

"

. ' .. . . , ..,
.. . ;
~

..
\

ments.
The university had agreed to help crack

down on house parties if the ordinance had
passed, parties the city council has
expressed concern over in the past.
So everyone has something to gain, at
for only a semester.
If it doesn't work out, things can go back
aonnal and bars patrons can be uSberec:l
at 1 a.m.
1'I WHlllOr'llll.is tllaJ71Aiarit.Y opinionqthe
0

Eastern News editorial board.
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If the council had passed the extension
'l\Jesday, it would have only been for a trial
period until June 1. The council would
have then considered whether the extended business hours would stay.
Charleston is the only state university
town with bars that close their doors at 1
Students here should have the convenience of staying out later at bars without
having to drive to other towns such as
Champaign. That was a concern brought
up during discussion over bar hours, as
drunk students might try to make the trek
from late bars in other towns back to
Charleston at the end of the night.
If they're staying here, or if residents of
other towns are coming to Charleston,
that's more business for local establish-

;,_..,
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•
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YOUR TURI: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Library holiday spirit not enon
When I entered the
library after Thanksgiving
Break I was happy and
somewhat startled to see ·
Christmas trees and lights
decorating the windoy.rs and
entrance ways. I can't
remember ever seeing dee·
orations on campus before
or maybe I am simply noticing more these days.
College forces us to give
up things: nice homes; private bathrooms; warm
rooms and air conditioning.
But one of the biggest losses I feel always comes at
this time of year, right after
everyone returns from
Thanksgiving. It's the lack
of holiday spirit.
I look around and I see
the same glum expressions
across everyope's faces as
they truqe.<dejeCJtedly. frobt

building to building, wishing there were some way to
stay out of the bitter cold
and biting winds. Maybe it's
just being in Charleston as
apposed to larger towns, or
maybe I've come to equate
holiday spirit with the
wrong things. But I always
felt the holidays were time
for lights, decorations,
songs and mad rushes to
shopping malls where
everyone carried IU"ound
way too many brightly colored boxes.
·
I look around and I see
none of that. There are no
fights. There is no holiday
music. It's almost as if the
holidays have vanished
from Charleston. The <ml.y
reminder I have of the holiday season is the flier I
~~'9d fFODl Wal-M8?~"

ting me know the holiday
sale was going on right now.
For those few college students living off campus who
have hung up lights, I thank
you. At least from you I can
catch a small glimpse of the
holiday spirit. I don't know,
perhaps I am asking for too
much. Perhaps the h~liday
spirit is dead and I should
accept it and move on. But I
would rather think that people are simply holding withbl their hearts the higher
ideals of the holiday season,
those of peace, love and
happiness.. :
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Committee
,
discu.sses
arkirtg
situation
·ti ot ;bh~

u

~

Thl;l Eastern Parking Committee
eld .its' (jh;t meeting of the semesr W,edrles<Iay to discuss recomenifat:IB~·
giten
by the
eside'#tf's Coilncil and any recomendatibiis the committee had on
w to run a better parking service

n c8iqplis.
"There weren't any definite
cisfons today,'' Bill Davidson,
udent Senate executive vice
resident said. "We just went over
e overhll parking situations and
ed looking toward the future,
d that's something that we want
accomplish this year."
Recommendations given by the
esident's Council include permit·
g the University Police
epartment to establish a
served parking lot option
use of the many requests by
faculty.
The cost of permits for administive spaces should be $150 to be
nsistent with the new reserved
t price, members of the
ident's Council said.
Parking in the stadium lot on
ednesday evenings should be pro"bited because of the Driver's
ucation 'Ihlin:ing program.
Cars parking there should park in
y other student lot on campus.
hicles left there will be ticketed
d towed, said Lieutenant John
tfill of the UPD.
A suggestion was made by people
attendance that the driver's edution program should ooly be held
the spring and on Saturdays to
•or.n>~~ the amount of tickets needto be given.
There should be a vendor permit
plemented for regular vendors to
k while unloading supplies,
king on equipment and other
ssary tasks, Hatfill said. The
for the permit would be $50.
"We had many recommendations
year from the President's
cil, and it never went through,"
ill said.
''They wanted us to resubmit them
the different constituents, so now,
tever we have to work on, we
· meet and work on them."
Some of the issues discussed in
· meeting, according to Hatfill,
re suggestions or complairits
m people regarding availability of
king for {light students and
ployees at Booth Library. Other
es include restrictions or limits
parking for freshman and sop~
students and if the number of
"ts sold should be limited.
'7his meeting was called because
never fails that every year we
e specific problems to discuss
specific initiatives to explore,"
vidson said.
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C.S travel-by the old sculpUe bulclng, which wll be tom down to make room for the Doudna expansion as soon as Eastern gets money from the
state.

State continues to vex fine arts project
By Kevin Sampler

ing for release (of funds) from the governor's

ADMINISTRATION EDITOR

office."
The building was originally expected to be
250,800 square feet and stretch across Seventh
Street, which will require the removal of two
buildings, Shrake said
."The footprint of the renovated fine arts building will cover the areas currently occupied by
°building 12 and clinical services,'' Shrake said.
Building 12 on Seventh Street, which was formerly used as a portrait studio, will be demolished
along with the former clinical services building.
Another building will be altered by the change,
Shrake said.
''The site of the old counseling center will be
partially.rovered by ~new fine arts buil~g aqd
the remaining part Will be landscaped to provi<le
storm water detention;"! Shrake said.

1\vo buildings on campus will be demolished
to make room for the fine arts building expansion, but not until the state gives Eastern the
money.
Architect Manager Stephen Shrake said the
longer the project is held back, the smaller the
new building will be because of "inflationary
pressure."
The expansion of the Doudna Fine Arts building on Seventh Street has been on hold since
last year, and no one at Eastern is sure when the
project will begin.
''There's not a whole lot of movement,'' said
Gary Reed, acting director of Facilities
Planning and Management. "We are just wait-

Because the state has taken longer than expect·
ed to send the funds for the project, Shrake said
"the original plan has us under constructim now
with completion for the Fall of 2005. We are at
least a full year behind that schedule now."
Only the governor knows the time line of the
project now, he sai<L
Several steps will need to be taken before the
buildings are removed, including "the street lights
will need to be moved to ninth street, abatement of
clinical service building and counseling .center.
dollars will have to flow from Springfield and
Seventh Street will be blocked from Grant
Garfield to provide adequate isolation for
demolition work,'' Shrake said.
?''•"Ju-.• h..Jr

Administration •

Kevin

Satimlar

can
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Recreation class offers ·a break for parents
By Matt Wiiiams
NEWS EOITOR

For four hours, local parents will
have the opportunity for peace and
quiet and will have free reign to do
whatever they want.
An Eastern programming in
recreation administration class is
allowing parents to drop their children off Saturday afternoon at
McAfee Gym to get a few hours
for themselves.
Susie Kaspar, one of the students
coordinating Parents Day Out, said
parents will be able to leave their
children with the class between 1
p.m. and 5 p.m. so they can get a
few holiday chores on their schedule out of the way.
''We figured this was the perfect
time to get out and do some holiday
shopping,'' Kaspar said. "(Parents)

could also get out and put some
Christmas lights out or do whatever they want to do."
The group will be using the
event to raise money and will be
charging $2 an hour per child and
$5 an hour for any family with
three or more children.
Because the students have little
experience working with very
young children, they ask to have
only kids who are potty trained
Cathy Engelkes, a Charleston
parent, plans to bring her children
for the four hours and is happy to
see something like this coordinated
"I'm going to try to get some
Christmas shopping done, and,
hopefully, some wrapping done,"
Engelkes said. "It's good for the
parents to actually get out and get
things done without the children."
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Kaspar said there will be several different activities for the kids
to participate in, including movies,
arts, crafts and board games.
The idea was brought up by
Christina Neven, a senior recreation administration major, who
was looking for a way to both
learn and raise a little money for
the student association for recreation.
John Pommier, one of two faculty members who will be assisting the students, credits Neven
for all the work and dedication
she has put into the event.
"Christina Neven did a really
good job of making this work,"
Pommier said. "She just kept
working on it and probably spent
about 40 hours for this. She was
definitely a major player in getting this operating."
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Pommier said he is glad the
group will be able to gain from
the experience of working with
the children while also helping
out the community.
"I feel that a lot of times people
fundraise, but there aren't learning experiences involved,"
Pommier said. "Hopefully this
will be a good chance for them to
gain money and skills."
Though this is the first time
the fundraiser will be held, Ka!-rt
hopes it will not be the last.
"Because this is our first year,
as long as a couple handfuls o
people show up we will b
happy,'' she said. "If this wor
we can keep doing this every
year."
News editor Matt Wllllams can
reached at nwnwlllams12200aol.oom.
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Senate group
to review
student fees
By Miranda Woolever
STAFF WRITER

The Student Senate Tuition and Fee
Committee is busy reviewing all student fees
and is working on changing certain fees.
"Students pay approximately $700 or so in
fees, and most students are clueless as to
what their money goes toward," said Josh
Jewett, chair of the Tuition and Fee
Committee.
T~is committee researches old Daily
Eastern News articles and interviews chief
representatives, or the
"experts," in
"Most students are
order
to
obtain inforclueless as to what
mation on the
fees students
their money goes
pay, Jewett
said.
toward."
The committee deter--Jolh Jewett, Chair" Mlon and Fee
mines what
Conrnltllle
the costs of
the fees are,
why they are
.
charged and where the money goes, he said.
All fees are then reviewed by the committee to clarify the information the committee
receives.
The committee sometimes addresses changing certain fees, but the purpose is not to
eliminate those fees, Jewett said.
"Each fee serves a very important purpose," he said. "If (fees were) eliminated, the
student body would be affected in a negative
way."
Once the chief representatives present
their budget proposal for the following year,
the committee decides how much the fee
should actuaµ.y be. The committee makes a
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Road Rules
Bii Wright of e.tley Garage Co. COMeCts the tow truck to a car that crashed Into a power line wty Thursday momaig at
Ninth snet and Edgm' Drive•.

Teen Reach moves off the Square to larger bull
By Mltlhew Swl8lowicz
STAFF WRITER·

Charleston's 'Then Reach will
be opening at its new location
Dec. 8 after an initial Nov. 18
closing.
h11i1n· 1QC.atedrecomme~tt\Pl\,l_~ _t\~ S\.tJc!e~ ;s~~ •W~ J
~
at
eyno
.;~86-oss
decides whether or not to pass the propofli).
In the spring, the committee will address ..the the street from the Lincoln
topic of increasing specific fees. There are cur- Garden Restaurant.
rently 13 to 14 fees up for review, Jewett said.
"The old building was not
The main reason for reviewing the fees is to structurally sound, and it had a
pinpoint exactly where money goes and to let leaky roof," said Melissa Sons,
the students know, Jewett said. To aid in this Teen Reach's assistant proprocess, a Web site will be up early next semes- gram director. "The new buildter for fee information.
ing is larger and has an extra
"This Web site will give students instant classroom to go along with an
access to information on all of the fees that they improved computer lab."
pay," said Jewett.
Because not all children
The Web site will contain detailed information have the same chance to sucregarding student fees and will be available for ceed in life, the Then Reach
anyone to preview.
program was created to help

less fortunate children learn
the important life skills needed
to help them become successful, she said
Teen Reach is an after
school program for at-risk
youths ages 10-17.
''The program is funded by
-a grftht fn)m :the Illinois
Department of Human
Services," said Mary Gienld,
director of Charleston's Teen
Reach program.
''Most of the kids are from
single parent families," Sons
said, "while others come
from families with a history
of drug abuse."
She said the program runs
from 2:30 pm. to 6:30 pm.
every Monday tbrough Friday.
More than 230 children
learn how to be safe and self-

aware through their participation in the program, Sons said
1be Teen Reach program
offers children various activities to help them stay off the
streets and away from negative activities such as drugs
and alcohol.
"Each -day the kids are
tutored, but we also offer fun
activities such as arts and
crafts and recreational activities," Sons said.
Teen Reach offers students
rides to and from the building
if they cannot be delivered by
a parent.
Sons said the Teen Reach
program is always looking
for new volunteers.
''People can volunteer to be
a mentor or a tutor," she said
Sons said volunteers are

only required to devote,

hour of their time per
either being a mentor or
tutor.
People interested in v
teering may fill out an
cation and then go throu8h
short orientation process
a background check.
"Many organizations
Eastern volunteer their ·
to help us such as the B
Student Union, Delta
Circle K and the ·
Teacher
Educa
Association," Sons said
Helping kids is a
rewarding activity, Gie
said.
"The best thing is to Iii
one-on-one attention to help
kid with a class he is ha ·
trouble with." she said
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Shauld th£ bars be apen
until 2 a.m. in Charleston?

Vicki DeGlullo
"Bars should be
open until 2
because there
would be less
house parties."

Phil Floro
"Bars should be
open until 2; students have more
responsibility and
they would be
out of the house
parties."

Ellzabelh Leipold
"It should be
openuntil2
because it will
generate more
business."

Jen Schwartz
"People wiU drink
and drive less
with the bars
open until 2."

Female medical school applicants
surpass males for the first_time
BOSTON (AP) - For the first
time ever, women outnumbered
men among applicants this fall
to the nation's medical schools a milestone in the slow but
steady increase in the number
of aspiring female doctors.
Nearly 35,000 men and women
applied for the 2003-04 school
year, a 3.4 percent increase over
last year and the first iricrease
since 1996. More than 17,600 of
the applicants - or 50.8 percent were women, according to the
Association
of
American
Medical Colleges.
Women have yet to surpass
the number of men actually

More an the Web
Association of American
Medical Colleges:
WWW.llllfT!C,.lllJl

entering
medical
school.
Nationwide this fall, women
were closer than ever to making
up the majority of new students,
constituting 49.7 percent of the
entering class of more than
16,500.
AAMC President Dr. Jordan J.
Cohen recalled that in his 1960
Haryard class of 150 students,

there were six women. That was,
he said, "a banner year" for the
time.
"When I was in medical
school, it simply was assumed
that medicine was not only a
male profession, but was a white
male profession," he said.
The proportion of female
applicants to men has risen
steadily for years. For the 199394 ·entering class, women made
up 41.9 percent of the more than
42,800 applicants, up from 34
percent of the more than 35,100
applicants a decade earlier. In
1963, they were 8.1 percent of
the almost 17,700 applicants.

Suspect in missing student case Man pleads guilty to
asks to remain in custody
buying heroin for
teen who overdosed

GRAND FORKS, N.D. (AP) The man charged with kidnapping in the disappearance of
University of North Dakota student who remains missing said
through his lawyer Thursday that
be wanted to remain in custody
for his own safety.
Alfonso Rodriguez Jr., 50, a
three-ti'°1e convicted rapist~
appeared at his bond hearing
court wearing a brown parka
over orange jail clothes. He
spoke briefly in response to the
judge's questions and only then to
acknowledge that he understood
the charges against him. The
judge set bail at $5 million.
Rick Brown, an assistant
state's attorney for Grand Forks

County, asked for the high bond
because, he argued, Rodriguez
didn't have deep ties to the com- ·
munity and there was a strong
likelihood that he would commit
more crimes.
''We feel that this case represents a very classic case of dan-.
ger,'' he said.
Brown didn't discuss the state's
evidence against Rodriguez, but
said "this case was charged out
with confidence that the sate has
a substantial likelihood of conviction should this go to trial."
Defense attorney David Dusek
said Rodriguez would not contest
the high bail. He said that before
Thursday's court appearance,
Rodriguez "agreed that for his

safety he should remain in custody."
Rodriguez was not asked to
enter a plea in the case. His preliminary hearing was set for Feb.
4, and arraignment was scheduled for Feb. 6.
Law enforcement officers continue the search for the missing
woman, 22-year-old Dru Sjodin,
on Thursday.
About 1,700 volunteers on
Wednesday had searched miles of
roadsides and snowy fields from
the Grand Forks mall where
Sjodin work and was last seen
Nov. 22 to Crookston, Minn.,
about 30 miles away, where
Rodriguez lived with his mother.
The search came up empty.

WHEATON (AP) -A 42-year-old
man has admitted leading a group
of teens into Chicago to buy the
heroin that left one of them dead
on a bedroom floor.
Marvin Howard of Carol Stream
pleaded guilty in a DuPage County
courtroom Wednesday to drug
induced .homicide. In a deal
reached with prosecutors, Howard
now faces a maximum sentence of
15 years in prison.
He entered the guilty plea just
before jury selection in his trial
was about to begin. Had he been ·
convicted at trial, Howard would

have faced a maximum sentence
of 30 years in prison.
· Defense attorney Robert Miller
had argued unsuccessfully during
pretrial motions on Tuesday that
the Drug Induced Homicide law
was unconstitutional.
Howard admitted traveling to
Chicago on June 15 with 15-yearold Tumasz Szpak and two other
teens who had never tried heroin
before but knew Howard was an
experienced user and would know
where to get it, the DuPage
County state attorney's office
said. .

Body of woman found along Interstate 57, identified Black colle@ ~~S·~nt~!Yb.r-.;r:lUl
BENTON (AP) - Police have identified

a woman whose body was found lying
along Interstate 57 near Rend Lake.
Michelle Lynn Whyman, 33, of Forest
City, Ark., was likely the victim of a hitand-run accident, police said. A motorist
spotted her body near the northbound
lanes of I-57 on Nov. 22.
Investigators were able to positively
identify Whyman by using a national fingerprint
program,
state
police
announced on Wednesday.
Family members in Arkansas told
nvestigators that Whyman often freuented truck stops and traveled cross~untry with truck drivers.
Whyman was carrying no identification when she was found at the 79-mile
1.11arker, prompting police to organize a
ationwide search for relatives.
Police drafted a composite drawing of

Whyman and released a description of a
tattoo located on her right shoulder. The
description of the tattoo was key in helping identify Whyman, state police said.
Autopsy results show that Whyman
died after sustaining a massive head
injury that polic e believe occurred
when she was struck by a hit-and-run
driver.
Whyman's death marks the second
time in 13 months that a hit-and-run
fatality has occurred on that stretch of
interstate in Franklin County.
On Oct. 4, 2002, 27-year-old Mandy
Griggs of West Frankfort, was attempting to cross I-57 on foot with a friend
near the Benton exit when she was
struck by a tractor~trailer in the southbound lanes. As many as seven other
vehicles ·struck Griggs before traffic
was stopped.

with Confederate ·group in parade
ALBANY, Ga. (AP) - A
historically black university
put aside its objections and
will march in Albany's
Christmas parade, even
though it will also feature a
Civil War re-enactment
group
carrying
a
Confederate flag.
Mayor Tummy Coleman
announced Thursday that
the Albany State University
band had agreed to participate after about a week of
negotiations. Band director
Michael Decuir had said his
musicians would not march
because he had a "philo-
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"It's been a trying experience for the community,''
Coleman said. "It's supposed
to be a unifying thing during
Christmas, not a divisive
issue."
The controversy surfaced
when the parade organizer
became aware of the university's concerns and told the
re-enactors they could not
participate because they
lacked a Christmas theme.
Coleman, an attorney who
specializes in governmental
affairs, said that decision

was probably a violation of
the re-enactors' constitutional right to freedom of
expression. He pointed out
that many groups in the
parade, such as bands and
military formations, wear
uniforms that also have no
Christmas theme.
"All this was done unilaterally by people who are not
decision makers," he said.
"It was an error of judgment. They had a constitutional right to be in the
parade and ASU had a constitutional right not to participate."

WILL ROGERS THEATRE

BR01ltER BEAR IG) DAILY 6:45, 9:00
SATSUNMAT2:15
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

F.OR RENT

FOR llEIT

exotic dancers . Make up to
~ cash a night, transportdon avallAble. Call .4 54-

SEMESTER
BREAK WORK:
$17.25 base-APPT. Conditions
apply. Special 1-5 week work progrwn. Poalllons may continue into
Spring. Sean summer positions

Available Fall '04 5 bdr. 2 bath
home. W/d, A/C. No pets. 903
Cleveland. $125/month. 345-

1 bedroom apartment avallable
for Spring 2004. Available .Jan.
5. Security required, no pals, 8
month lease. 348-8305
_ _ _ _ _ _ _12115

2 bedroom apt available Jan 1stl
Furnished and trash paid. Close
to campus. 345-5088

88'2

now. Flexl>le schedules. Customer

SEITSINGER APARTMENTS1611 9TH ST. 1 BLOCK EAST
OF OLD MAIN. 1 APARTMENT AVILABLE SPRING
SEMESTER
COMPLETLY
FURNISHERD, HEAT, AND
GARBAGE FURNISHED OFF
STREET PARKING. CALL
345-7136
.
------~12112
BRITTANY RIDGE, '04-'05, 10 or
1-2 mo. lease, 4 Bed, 2.5 Bath for
4
persons,
W/D,
DSL,
Dishwasher, Local Owner, 3459355.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _1~/12
Furnlsl)ed 2 bedroom houae
$250/each. Water, trash, pool
table, 10 month lease. 1400 18th

ILP WANTED
Coyote Ugly, a new club ·40

min from Charleston is hiring

____ _ _ _1215
sales/service. Apply now, start
after finals. Champaign: 217-359ClllnMr Buc'a Is taking appli81111or11 for all positions. Must 6909, Chicago: 773-866-1608,
av811abl• for nights and • Collinsville: 618-345-6460, Crystal
Lake: 815-788-1770, NaperviHe:
weaMnd shifts. Apply in pereon
at 3020
Lakeland,
630-588-0572, North Brook: 847509-0058, Oak Brook: 630-575Mllttoon.
_ _ ,--_ _ _ _ _12/9
3611, Orland Park: 7~.
Rockford:
815-399-4440,
laltender trainees needed.
. . . a day potential. Local
Schaumbll'g: 847-smHl375. \lislt
our website: WWW.SEMESTERpeeltlona. 1-800-293-3985ext.
.~...._

-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1122

WOuld Hice Friday & Saturdays
off? Ne you looking for a part-

time evening position in a fun,
,,otnalonal office atmos,._., Ruffalo Cody/Weataff
la - n g professional tel•
. . . fundraisers. Flexible
MIMtdullng,
weekly . paycheeka. holiday bonus potentlll tor .ma cash$$, no •cold
.mng• required, help raise
IMIMY for collegea/unlversl'lo lower tuition for current
apply
before
""lllJl~!t. Stop by Westaff
W. Un6oln or call 345-

----~------'00
PERFECT
JOB FOR EXTRA
Part time evening and
Janitorial positions.

llOurs per week starting
Jtw. ,... have valid drlvend home phone.

In pel'90n at Excel
C.., 111 11th St. In

C:.•llDR

(aero..

from

~K.COM

FOR RENT
Fall 2004 New 3 br 2 bath
duplex. 2 bike eat of campus.
For more Information call 3455821 or go to rcrrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1215

AVAJLNJU:. JNf.JNff 2004 lWO
BEDROOM AfWUMENT ACROSS
FROM BUZZARD BUILDING.
EXTRA LARGE BEDROOMS,
R.llY RJfNSHED, RJLL SIZED
BEDS ANO PC WORKSTATION,
1MLES, SECTIONAL SOFA Nie
LARGED DRESSERS. PFICE TO
MOVE. CAU. 348-0157

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1215

Available for 2004 213 bedroom
apartments/duplexes. Ninth and
Uncoln Street locations. Fully
fi.mlshed. Call 348--0157

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1218

New 1 bedroom apatnient for
Jan.
04.
Washer/
Dyer,
Microwave, Dishwasher. $450
117
348-8122
_ W.
_Polk
__
_ _ _ _1218

5037

_ _ _ _ _ _ _12/10

St. ~8-0288.

...__ _ __,._ _12112

1 & 2 bedroom apts. 2004-0S
school year. 12 month leues.
345-4602
_ _ _ _ _ _ _12112
2 bedroom house $450 month,
close to campus. Call 217-258-

7884.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _12112

FALL 2004 1 year old house, 4
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms. 1800
12th street. 3 blocks from campus. 217-868-5610
_ _ __ _ _ _12/12
CHARLESTON AND MATTOON
APARTMENTS.
www.charlestonilaplm
_ _ _ _ _ _ _12115
Now renting for 2004-2005.
1,2,3,&4 bedroom apartments.
Security required, 11 month

lease, no pets. 348-8305

_ _ _ _ _ _ _12/15

04-05 New 3 bedroom 1 1/2
bath duplex. 2 blocks from campus. Deck, yard, central air, 10
month lease. Call 348-0394
_ _ _ _ _ __ 12115

2 bedroom apartment acroea from
campus. . . . leaae. Call 345-2418
_ _ __ _ _ _12115

_________00

Avall-Jan.-1 BDRM apt, A/C,
laundry, 1 block to campus. No
pets. Off street parking.
$325/mo. 345-7286

-------------~00

Unique loft apartment 1 bedroom, furnished, trash paid,
avaHlble Jan 1st. 1 block from
Buzzard.345-5088

________oo

FEM. Room needed to ah. . 2
$299 Free heat, water, trash. Call
Bdroom House 112 ut. 250/mt.
1811511th st. New rernod. 217- · Qave 345-2171. 9am-11am
466-5007 or 822-9864
_ _ _ _ _ _ _12115
2 BR APTS. AVAJL 04-05- Check
Nice 2 baoom, 2 baths apart- locations at www.charleatonlrnenls & homea for 2004. New
lapts.com. Roommate 1&nts from
appll111c-. W/D, dlshwallhar, dole $230 to $255 mo. Call 348-7746
to campus, no pals. 345-9287
for appointments.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _12115

______ __oo

Near campus 3,4,& 8 bedroom
houses. Call 273-1395
_ _ _ _ _ _ _12115
2,3,4,5,& 8 bedroom houllea for
lease. Great rates and locations.
Call
_ 346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _12115
3BR apartments-LARGE- near
campus. Reasonable. Check
'em out! www.eluapts.com
Phone 345-2418
12115
EASrefll;;;:;:;~-.ILLINOISi"ii:i:;;;;-;:;;PHOPER;:;;;m:;;IIES:
HOUSES & APARTMENTS FOR
RENT FALL 2004. WE HAVE
2,3,& 4 BEDROOM HOUSES.
ALSO 2,3,4,5,& 8 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS AND TOWNHOUSES. ALL UNITS HAVE
FREE LAUNDRY. SOME UNITS
HAVE FREE DSL VISIT US AT

www.elprops.com FOR PRICES,
FEAnJRES, AND PHOTOS OR
CALL 549-0212/345-6210.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _12115

-------.,_-~00

Girls furnished house for 4-5.
112 block from campus, 10
month 1..... Ne pets or partieL
345-5048.

--- - - - - - - - ' D O

1 and 2 bedroom furnished apts.
10 month lease, low utllltlea 3455048.
.

-------=------00

Apartments 1 blOck from cilmpus-1& 4 bedrooma.
2 bedroom houee for 3 people
112 block from campus.
Very nice 5 bedroom house 2

...................

•A.,_I,_...

. . . .a ..

Lincolnwood Pinetree
Apartments
Studio, 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments

Seoand Semester lease available

.-!t1,1vtt11~

_____ ...,___

~
C••llrlllge ••II N1111t11clcet

The Dally Eastern News
Classified ad form

:

n~art

Lots o f space
• Swimming pool
• Vo~I ball court

~----~~--~--~----

Address:
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ Student: Cl Yes Cl No
~~--~-----~-~~

·-Gmkll·~
..-Ciosswor

5427.

DIJ

Expiration code (office use only): _ _ __
Flraon accepting ad:
Compositor: _ _
No. WOids I days: _ _ Amount due:$_ _
Payment:
CheckNo.._ _

.J)ltes to r111: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

rlld:

298ig wheel

1,2,and 3 bedrooms close to
campus. 4 locations to chooee
from.Cal1345-6533
-~--.-..,.-~~~~DO
Exceptionally · economical! 1
bedroom
apt.
with
loft.
Furnished for a slrigle or couple.
$375 month. For one or $430
1t>r two. 1 block north of
O'Brien Filcl. For school year
2004-2005. Call Jan 345-8350

..

-

00

ROYAL HEIGHTS
2nd St. 3 BR fumlahld
utilities. New carptll
furniture. Leasing far
2004 and Fall 2003
Call 346-3583
AVAILABLE JAN 04.
APT-Washer/Dryer,
Refrlg. Microwave,
Trash Pd. $450 mo. 1
Ph. 348-n46. www.

lapts.com

Need a semester lease from
JAN-MAY? We have a unique 2
bdrm for rent. 1block from
Buzzsd. 345-5088

----'---~---00

Edited by Will Shortz
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Under classification of: _ _ _ _ __
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!e' ~ -Across from
Carmen Hall ~
345-6000
lttt+fl
ACROSS
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~

EIU 345-81DO.

---~-----00
Hey
Galsl 2 bedroom furnished
apartment, next to Pl'k at 1111
2nd St. Water, tralh, and laundry
Included for $285 each/month.
10 or 12 month lease avallable.
Call now at 549-1957 or 348-

"*""

''!' ! "

04-o5 fall- 2,3.4
apls. new, clean, and

blocks
from
campus.
W8sherJDryer. Central All. Call
345-8987

J

•.z_.,z

BUCANNAN ST. APT8,
now available. FOR
2004. Call 345-1286
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Police questioned after force used in black man's death
CINCINNATI (AP)-A crowd of
.t>O residents questioned city offi. s about police use of force
ter a coroner determined a
lack man's death was caused
· y by his struggle with police
ficers.
Some cried Wednesday night as
y watched a videotape of the
nfrontation Sunday between six
ficers and 41-year-old Nathaniel
nes. Video shot from a police
· r showed ~t Jones swung
at an officer, and that officers hit
Mm repeatedly with nightsticks.
Roy Jones, 31, said he was conrned that the investigation
lwould rmd "police followed proce-

lures."
'!That always seems to be the
GUtcome of these investigations,"
he said at a forum sponsored by
e city's Human Relations
Commission. ."I think that shows
that the procedures need to be
reviewed."
Police Chief Thomas Streicher

Mi~take

Jr. and City Manager Valerie
Lemmie said several investiga"Skipper was just a
tions were under way and police
good old, fat jolly
procedures would be reviewed.
Streicher has said the videotape
feUOw."
showed that police officers
observed department guidelines.
........... ..... tllllhanilll .ba'
But activists say Jones' death was
pDnolla
another example of brutality by
Cincinnati police against blacks in
a city that was rocked by race
riots two years ago.
Hamilton County Coroner Carl
The coroner said he had to rule
Parrott said Wednesday that the the death a homicide because it
death would be ruled a homicide, didn't fall under other categories
but that such a ruling "should not of a death in Ohio: accident, suibe interpreted as implying inap- cide or natural. Jones' death cerpropriate behavior or the use of tificate will list a cause of death as
excessive force by police."
an irregular heart beat because of
He said the autopsy found Jones .a stress reaction from the violent
suffered from an enlarged heart, struggle, Parrott said.
obesity and had intoxicating levThe family's lawyer, Ken
els of cocaine, PCP and methanol Lawson, said Jones' body was
in his blood. Jones' body had being taken to Indianapolis for an
bruising on the lower half, but did independent autopsy. He said the
not show signs 'of blows to the family had not decided if it would
head or organ damage, he said.
file a wrongful death lawsuit

against the city but felt that an
independent investigation was
needed.
The struggle occurred early
Sunday after a fast-food restaurant employee called 911 to report
that a man had passed out on the
lawn. Fire emergency personnel
arrived and reported that the man
was awake and "becoming a nuisance," according to police radio
transmissions.
The first two arriving officers
were shown on the police video
striking Jones, who weighed 350pound, after he ignored orders to
"stay back," took a swing at an
officer and put his arm around
one's neck. The officers later
knocked Jones to the ground and
fell on him, and jabbed or hit him
with nightsticks at least a dozen
times.
Jones' grandmother Bessie
Jones cried as she talked
Wednesday about her grandson,
describing him as a happy-go-

lucky man his family nicknamed
Skip.
.
. "They talk about Skip like be
was an animal," she said. "He wasn't. Skipper was just a good old,
fat jolly fellow. He wasn't violent."
Streicher told the City Council
he has invited the Justice
Department and the FBI to review
Jones' death. The Justice
Department said this week it had
begun gathering information to
determine whether an investigation was warranted;
At the meeting Wednesday
night, Kimberley Crawford, 35,
said she believed officials were
speaking to the public to try to
keep people pacified. 'I\vo years
ago, the city was rocked by days
of race riots after a white police
officer shot and killed an unarmed
black suspect.
"I don't think there were any
real answers to many of the questions that were asked," Crawford
said.

means big cost for insurer Goodyear blimp drifts
into truck, m~n injured

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A paperwork mistake will
cost an IDinois insurance company $1 million in the

1996 death of a µ-ock driver, the Illinois Supreme
tourt ruled Thursday.
A group representing insurance companies pre*cted the verdict could cause.widespread financial
Problems that woul~ be passed on to consumers.
John Deere Insurance Co. must pay the estate of
Tak Kwon Lee because a key question was not
Included on an application form filled out by Lee's
limployer. Instead, it was put on a separate form in
mlation of state law.
Lee was killed in Cook County when a car struck
bim and pinned him against his delivery truck. The
Inver of the car had $20,000 of insurance coverage, so Lee's estate sued his employer's insurance
Sll>mpany, John Deere, for more money.
John Deere argued that it should have had to pay
llllly its standard liability of $40,000 because Lee's
boss had signed a form rejecting extra coverage
for accidents involving drivers with little or no

iisurance.
But the court said the rejection form should have
been part of the original insurance application and
erdered Deere to pay $1 million, the amount equal
bodily injury liability provided in the policy. The

r

court also ordered John Deere to rewrite the policy.
Laura Kotelman, senior counsel for the National
Association of Independent Insurers in Des Plaines,
said the ruling creates an "uncertain business climate" for insurers by opening the door to more
legal challenges in similar circumstances. She said
companies thought it was clear that the law allowed
them to put the waiver language on a separate
form.
·
''When the courts go and turn that on its head, it's
very difficult for companies to make business decisions," Kotelman said. ''They could be on the hook
for money they hadn't collected in premiums."
Kotelman said she did not know how many cases
could be affected by the ruling but that separate
forms are common practice in the industry.
Deere argued the separate form had been
approved for use by .the state insurance department. The court said that might have been acceptable if the insurance application and separate form
had been issued at the same time, but in this case
the waiver form came after tbe employer had been
issued a policy.
A lawyer for John Deere and a company
spokesman did not return calls Thursday afternoon
seeking conunept.

· CARSON, Calif. (AP} - A cameraman inside a Goodyear blimp was
injured when the airship came loose from its moorings, drifted into a
parked truck and nose-dived into a fert:ili7.er pile beside a plant nursery.
The cameraman had a knee injury and was taken to a hQspital, said Sgt
Paul Rice of the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department. No one else
aboard the 192-foot-long Spirit of America was injured.
The accident, shortly before 10 p.m. Wednesday, caused a large tear in
the front of the blimp and knocked out its gondola's front window, said
sheriff's Sgt. John Hocking.
The blimp had nearly landed but "the ground crew wasn't ·able to
secure it on the first approach," Rice said. ''The plan was to circle around
again, but there was not enough power for liftoff, so it got away from the
ground crew."
The blimp ended up about 300 yards from its landing site.
Goodyear spokeswoman Jennifer Arnold said the blimp was returning
from shooting a video of the Staples Center in downtown Los Angeles diJring an NBA game.
The company was inv.estjgaW1g the accident and cooperating with
,_,_, ........,..,,.
_
...
authorities, sh~said.
"We're thankful there were no serious injuries," Arnold said.
The Spirit of America has been operating for about a year and is
Goodyear's new~t blimp. Goodyear operates two other blimps in the
United States.

· CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
FOR

SALE

mputer- Dell PC 1 yr. old,
IN '98, $400 Call 348-8415
........._ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/5
Hot tub! 2yrs old. 5 person
•/cover. $1,900 o.b.o. Call
1148-6434
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ 12/10

ROOMMATES
~udent wanted $ 225/month.

I utilities paid. La.rge 2 1/2
drrom.
On Charleston
uare. Call (309) 221-6494
~-------12/5
wanted,
Lindsey

SUBLESSORS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Female sublessor wanted for
spring semester. Willing to
negotiate rentl Call 618-7810710
_ _ _ _ 12/12
1 BR apt. $325/month, really
close to campus. Low utilities. Call Liz 549-3243
12/12
Sublessor needed for Spr 04 in
#6 Brittany Ridge. Negotiable
rent of $235/month. Furnished
348-7031
_ __ _ _ __ _ 12/12
1 or 2 sublessors needed,
Spring '04, campus side.
1522
First
street,
$250/month, 549-6477
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 12/15

Spring Break 2004. Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Ku Operator
to Jamaica, Calcun, Acapulco,
Bahamas, lrd Flaida. Now tmg
C8lllXJS reps. Cal for !10UP disco.rds. lnformalion/Rese 1-

FOR

Make money taking onllne
surveys. Earn $10-$125 for
surveys. Earn .$25-$250 for
focus
groups .
Visit
www.cash4students. com/ e
illu.
-------~12112
Coles County Pawn- Adult
RoomMoviesDVD'sMagazines- Toys- New Body
Jewelry- All Body Jewelry
25% off- Many Games &
Game systems- We Buy-Sell &
Trade
_ _ _ __ _ __ 12115

800-648-4849 or www.stslravel.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111

#1 Spring Break Vacations! 110%

Best prices! Cancun, Jamaica,
Acapulco, Bahamas, Flaida. Book
NON ir.c:t receive FREE meals & pa-ties. Campus Reps WMled! 1-lm234-7007.enclesssullmertcom

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

NON

12/12

SEQUITUR

RENT

FOR

FOR

RENT

#1 SPRING BREAK COMPANY in
Acapulco now offers 3 destinations! Go Loco in Acapulco, Party
in Vallarta, or get crazy in Cabowith BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS.
Organize a group and travel for
FREE. Book now before it's too
late! Call 800-875-4525 or
www.blanchi-rossi.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12115
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK.
SKI AND BEACH TRIPS ON SALE
NOW! www.sunchase.com OR
CALL 1-800-SUNCHASE TODAY!
_ _ _ __ _ 12115

RENT

ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get
12th trip free. Group discounts for
6
+
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
or 800-838-8202
~~---~~-01/30

50% off winter items. Log house
resale shop. Go to the fairgrounds
and follow the signs. 3'8-8001

QO

Business

lntrOubJe7
a d vertise in the
DEN today!

581-2818

BY WILEY MILLER

--=------~~·oa

ommates for 3 BR furlshed apartments. $290 per
rson. 1509 S. 2nd. Call
-3583

SUB LESSORS
w Subleasing for spring. Great
bedroom apt. Rent is $240/mo.
month's rent PAID. No security
OSIT!! Call 512-9122. Can't
better than this. SO, hurry
se this will go fast!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/5
ale sublessor wanted for
'ng. Move in ASAP. Unique
property. Call 345-5022.
t $250 plus utilities. •
._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/10
blessor NEEDED for Spring
. 1 bedroom apt on 3rd with
rage. Rent negotiable!! Call
stin 345-0544.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ 12/10
'ri foommate subleasor for 2
room apt., Spring semes(Jan
1st) $250/mo.
-4602

PERSONALS
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are Interested
In a yearbook of your senior
year, and are not sure how to
pick it up, come to the Student
Publications office, room 1802
Buzzard Hall, and for only $4
we will mail you a copy in the
Fall when they are published.
Call 581 - 2812 for more lnformation.
Carole's Piano now accepting
new students. All ages welcome. Beginner to advanced
.levels.
Call 417-8685 for
more information. Carole is
also available to play for functions, recitals, parties and
conte.sts.

~-----~-~oo

LOW GARB FOOD, VITAMINS,
HERBS,
CARDS,
GIFTS, WIN EMAKING SUPPLI ES. Natural Food &
Nutrition 345- 1130 or www.nf-n.com
-----~~~··12111

B0 0 ND0
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BY AARON MCGRUDER
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WRESTLING

Veach says: 'We can
compete .with anyone'
•More than 300 'liJrestlers
will campete in Iowa this
weekend as Panthers
campete in final apen

"It's our last open of the season and we're going
to be looking for six or seven wrestlers to place."

lllBMlt'I Tap 25
National Pol

--flat Dowty

AS

By Dan Renick

llD.

STAFF WRITER

1

The Eastern wrestling team
will pack up and head to
wrestling capital of the world
Saturday for some of the
nation's toughest competition
as the Panthers enter into the
Northern Iowa Open tournament.
The 53rd annual UNI Open
will start at 9 a.m. Sat. at the
UNI Dome and will feature Big
Ten powers Iowa, Michigan and
Illinois.
The host team is ranked 19th
and 20th in the respected
national polls.
Around 300 wrestlers from
the midwest in ally three college divisions will compete in
the tournament, giving smaller
schools the opportunity to face
perennial powerhouses.
"Iowa,
Michigan
and
Nebraska are some of the best
programs in the nation,"

Eastern
coach
Ralph
McCausland said.
"It should be a good challenge for us."
.
Despite the stiff competition
senior Pat Dowty is positive
about his teams chances at
Northern Iowa.
Dowty placed fourth this
year against some of the
nation's best wrestlers while at
the Missouri Open which
allows the two-time NCAA
qualifier to have confidence
going into the Hawkeye state. ·
"It's our last open of the season and we're going to be look~
ing for six or seven wrestlers
to place," Dowty said.
At their last open at the Show
Me state, the Panthers placed
three additional wrestlers
which included senior Matt
Veach placing third at 157.
Kenny Robertson and Pete
Ziminski both had sixth-place

finishes at the 165 and heavyweight respectively.
Despite the powerhouses
attending the
tournament
Veach thinks keeping it simple
will bring the Panthers success.
As a transfer from Iowa
State, one of the most historically dominant programs .in
collegiate wrestling which has
produced such legends as Dan
Gable, Veach has seen repeatedly the country's best talent
and feels the Panthers stack up
pretty solidly.
"We need to stick to our game
plan. If we do this, we can compete with anyone," Veach said.
After "the UNI Open the·
Panthers will begin dual meets.
· Eastern will open up against
Indiana and will host Northern
Iowa in its first home meet.
The
NCAA tournament
begins in March.

Dolphins:

Rebecca Montz who is the only Dolphin
. averaging double figures with 10 points per
game. Taketl,l feels _she desperately needs to
have ~A\a~:ftw.·~i
<' 4~~e
111l 'dffens1ve threat lor tlie Do phins to be
successful.this season.
''That's thing about this team, we are so
young and have so many new players it's a
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12A
mystery to figure out where the points will
come from on a game-by-game basis,"
Taketa said.
"We like to mix it up depending upon the
Eastern will neecl to bring the shooting
kind of team we are playing,'' Jacksonville momentum down south along with its lughead coach Melissa Thketa said.
gage as the Panthers averaged 58 percent
''They will be playing zone and so our · from the floor against NAIA opponent
guards are going to need to make good deci- Robert Morris Tuesday night.
sions to attack that defense," Wunder said.
"They are going to want to play at a slowJacksonville will look toward junior er tempo because of the _n ew players they

Eastern must.spood up the

Ajliie~~liveifmtiettete~

playing Jacksonville

UB ~ Cbri.Ullla.' F.arly
\\'ith These Jolly t:l'tnts!
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have," Wunder said. "We are going to get out
to a fast start and get easy baskets."
Wunder addressed perimeter defense as
being crucial to ,s~ttiJ.l&~~-~Y b~kets.
"I think we ruiveto"'gefpeople to go where
we want them to go instead of dribble penetrating where they want to take it," Wunder
said. "However, it also is a matter of getting
out and defending correctly with intensity."
The one concern Wunder may have going
into the weekend .c ontest is the apparent
shooting difficulty guard Megan Sparks is
having shooting from the outside as after a
21-point performance against NAIA IndianaNorthwest, the sophomore's poirits per game
average to 11.5. However, Wunder feels confident in continuing to let her sophomore
wing player still shoot if the _opportunity

Failed
•
umpire
beater
sent to jail
CHICAGO (AP) - A man

attacked an umpire at a C ·
White Sox game earlier this
pleaded guilty Thursday to
vated ba,ttery.
Eric Dybas, 25, of Bo ·
was immediately sentenced to
· days of jail time and 30 montbll
probation. He had faced up to
years in prison.
Dybas was arrested and c
April 15 after he ran onto the
during a White Sox home
against the Kansas City Royals
tried to tackle umpire Laz Dia
Dybas, who was overpow
Royals players before he
hurt Diaz, was the second man•
victed this year for attacking gam
officials at U.S. Cellular Field
the first one sentenced to jail fi
In the other case, Judge Leo
sentenced William Ligue Jr. to
months' probation for a Septe
2002 attack that resulted in per.nent hearing damage to R
coach Tum Gamboa.
.Dybas will serve the first
of his senlence in jail, but he
be out of jail in as little as 85
after time off for good behavim'
a five-day credit for time
spent in custody, officials said.
Cook County Circuit Court J
Joseph Kazmierski also told
to undergo alcohol abuse tr
.if adult probation services
mends it.

presents itself,
"I think Megan will continue to look
her shot because that's what shooter&
they look to that next shot as the one that
turn it around;'' Wunder said.
The Panthers outside shooting will ~
key to getting off to a solid start in order
relive the pressure on Eastern's
·
freshman point guards who are evolving
Wunder's offense. Eastern has hit a
point shot in 136 of its last 139 games
includes a current 58-game cons
streak.
"They are adapting well to the offense
tend to make better decisions with the
ketball,'' Wunder said. "The players
stand that they always has the green ·
long as it's a good shot."
·

•
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oach Linda Wunder says point guard is the hardest job
college basketball. Graduation and i.Iijuries have limitthe team's ,options. The team entrusted two freshmen.

quick welcome to college
•Megan Casad and Melanie Ploger are making th.e
transition to college,· th.ey've gone from scorers in
high school to passers at Eastern.
By Dan Renick
STAFF WRITER

he Panthers women's basketball team's two true freshman
point guards are getting a
crash course in college hoops.

T
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Meli... Ploger Is In a tie for second for the team lead ·
asaists wtlh 14. She has made 3 of her 8 three-point
lltlillf1'1llil8 this season.

Melanie Ploger
Hllgllt:M
• High 8dlOat. fhlildlte c.nlr1ll

--'Mtole

•NI ....._ lWo-tima ~
team
won lhe llllnola
M Slld8. ~lltip laet

a..
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When head coach Linda the upperclassmen were so
Wunder was recruiting Megan great." .
Casad and Melanie Ploger, she
The upper-class reassurance
thought she would have time to has helped Casad and Ploger
develop her young players to the play what Wunder considers the
intensity level of college. But hardest position to play in colinjuries pushed them into a lead lege basketball. Casad added
role on the team.
that it's different playing in town
Each of the
where she doesgirls
were
n't know everyshooting guards
one.
"The .pressure in
in high school,
The
freshmen have both
but Wunder saw
is
so
much
college
each of their
made the needpotential
as
ed adjustments
dijferent."
point guards.
but still see
room
to
Casad
and
-Megan Casad
Ploger
were
improve. Casad
said she needs
both good ball
handlers
and
to work on her
shooters in high school, Wunder ball handling because of the
said. Casad is a great penetrator quickness of college players as
while Ploger is more of an out- opposed to high school.
side scorer, she said. Ploger's
"They're getting comfortable
adjustment from shooting guard on offense. Now we need to work
has slowed her, but they each on their defense," Wunder said.
"They're playing against point
have different strengths for different situations.
· .:•
guards who-'ate-bi~'Mf1)t'a!tt°'"
Casad said she was a lead sear- faster and more experienced.
er in high school but is getting They need to compensate for
that."
used to her new role.
Wunder wants to work with
"We have scorers so I don't
need to," Casad said. "Now it's Casad and Ploger on being more
vocal on the court. The point
my job to get the ball to them."
While Casad has started all of guard needs to be on the same
Eastem's games so far, each of page as the coach which can be
the two girls have gotten equal difficult because every coach
playing time.
has a different style, Wunder
Wunder said they've already said.
Wunder said it starts in pracachieved her first goal of getting
them adjusted to Division I bas- tice to make the girls into a
coach on the floor. It's difficult
ketball.
"The pressure in college is so because she has to focus on talkmuch different," Casad said. "It ing to Casad and Ploger while
wasn't as hard to adjust because talking to the whole team.

ciJi~~q~TM~, t\f.~;f-~ ,STEfH~~ ,!j,~AS
Megan
t*''M:al4W:f ir)I fbllr
~tdr
the Panthers C2-2) and has a 2 to 1 assist-to-llnlover
ratio. She awrages 6.5 asaists per game. a total leadIng 1he Ohio v_. Cor1fe111nce.

evod

tNs

Megan Casad
• Hrllt SaMotJlaaml11gtan South Ond.)
• NcAlllllW: She we1 a
al"'°""*•a

.,_.time

p5d< Ind • McOonakfa Al-Ameriow1 llClfTbli. Hat
AAIJ tean wae h

"8l8 nnw-up twk;e.

Game-by-game statistics for Ploger, Casad
.
OV. 21 VERSUS INDIANA · NORTHWEST

Ploger: 3 polnls, 5 assists, zero turnovers

NOV. 24 AT ILLINOIS· CHICAGO
RESULT: 50 - 65 LOSS

NOV. 29 VERSUS LOYOLA (CHICAGO)
RESULT: 61-73 LOSS

DEC. 2 VERSUS ROBERT MORRIS COLLEGE
RESULT: 84-70 WIN

Megan C8sad: 3 points, 3 asslsls, 5 turnovers

Megan Clsad: 4 polnls, 9 assists, 5 turnovers

Megan C8sad: 2 points, 3 assists, 2 tumovers

Melanie Ploger. 3 points, 2 asslsls, 5 turnovers

Melanie Ploger. zero polills, 1 888lst, 1 turnover.

Melanie Ploger: 5 points, & asslsls, 2 turnovers

PRE-FINALS BASH
The Ughthouse at The Foundation

TROTTER'S
Friendlu Inn

~
...

Don•f Get Stuck 'in
the. Dog Hbusel

ASHMtlRE
8 miles East of Charleston, fint bar on the right

.

SaturdaV>ecember 6 trom 9-1
~ReawdingArlist

The Dave Riley Band
349-8215

The plGC& to be this Friday,
December 5th. 10 PM to 1 AM
Eastern's Bar Alterna1itc
2202 S. Fourth, across 'from Lawson

/t+lo cover -

jU$f

dancing and fun

Tired of rel~ng on other
people for rides?- Need money
for transportation?

ADVERTISE IN THE DEN

AcMr1'ise Yccr Business TodGyl
581-2816
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M B-Ball vs. Indiana State
WnletlRI al Nor1hem Iowa
w B-BaH at. Jacksonvllle

1 :m.
7:05 p,m.

~.
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

.· Winless Panthers mirror ·Panthers want
.
·· •
.d.S
..
Butler to serVi
mexpenence ycam~res them ·a victory
•After three W8ses, coach Rwk

Samuels want,s his team to
focus and imprave chemistry

By Michael Giibert
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

By Aaron Selclltz
SPORTS REPORTER

As Indiana State comes to Lantz Arena
Saturday, two ·similar teams will be looking to get their seasons back on track.
The border war between these two
teams has been lopsided over the course
of the rivalry with the Sycamores leading
the all-time series 83-23.
Both teams, however, come into this
year with Y<Juthful players and are in a
transition process.
The Panthers (0-3) are still in search of
their first victory of the young season,
while the Sycamores (1-2) take on a
Panther team that may be a welcome
opponent because of the high level of
competition they have had so far this
year.
After its exhibition season, Indiana
State entered into a tournament that was
hosted by Michigan State. In their two
games in the tournament, Indiana State
lost to DePaul and Perin. Both games that
Indiana State lost could have been victo- '
ries, but the youth of the team caused
problems in closing out games.
"It wa8 disappointing thµt we lost both
games at the tournament," Indiana State
head coach Royce Waltmen said.
"Especially in the DePaul game because
we had a 10-point lead with about 10 minutes left to go and broke down toward the
end of the game."
As DePaul came back, the weaknesses
of Indiana State were shown. The team
returns a few starters from last year, but
has had trouble working in the new talent
they have now.
That is much like the problems the
Panthers have had, as they have gotten
off to a slow start at the beginning of the
year.
"I think the problems our team is having and they (Indiana State) are having
are pretty similar," Eastern head coach
Rick Samuels said. "The new players
they have raise chemistry issues, which
has been a problem for us."
The similarities between the two teams
continue, as both of the squads only have
two players who have reached double figures in points per game.
Eastern guards Josh Gomes and Derik
Hollyfield each average around 11 points
per game, while Sycamore players
Marcus Howard and David Moss each are
over 10 points per game. Moss averages
close to 15 points per game and adds five
assists and five rebounds a contest as

·
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David Roos (30) skies over three University of HHnois-Chicago players.
well.
''These two teams are similar," Samuels
said. "But right now we shouldn't concentrate on them because we need to focus on
our own problems and figure that out."
But Waltmen does see some things in
the Panther's play that he thinks have
been positives so far this season.
The way Eastern always has run the
ball is something that Indiana State will
key on as an important aspect of the
game.
"Coach Samuels always seems to have

an athletic group of kids who like to run,"
Waltman said. "We have good individual
defenders who can match-up, but our
team defense as a whole needs to
iniprove."
·
For both teams, this game is going to be
a gauge to see where they are early on in
the season.
"We can't look past anyone right now,"
Samuels said. "I hope to see a sense of
urgency out of our players because our
focus needs to be on playing as well as we
can in this game."

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Shorter.Dolphins
dwarfed by Panthers
• Eastern's height tawers
over JacksonviUe
By Matthew Stevens
SPORTS EDITOR

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY STEPHEN HAAS

Launtn Dalley, a senior gusd, drives to the-basket
against Robert Morris College.

·..

The Eastern women's basketball
will look to the Sunshine State as
the destinapon to pick up its first
victory over a Division I opponent.
The Panthers (2-2) will attempt
to avoid the beaches and seashore
atmosphere of Jacksonville F1a.
will when they take on the
Dolphins
of
Jacksonville
University (1-3).
Eastern has put a huge importance on getting road wins this
year after having a disappointing
record over the last two seasons
.away ft'Gm. Lantz Arena.

"It's just as crucial to win on the
road because we're capable of it,"
Eastern head coach Linda Wunder
said. "Ifs simply a matter of making
sure we play defense and rebound."
The Panthers will look to take
advantage once again of its si7.e as
the Dolphins only start one player at.
lest 6-feet tall. Eastern will look to
continue to feed the ball to junior center and leading scorer Pam O'Connor.
"{Pam) could've played last year
but now she's 100 percent healthy,"
Wunder said.
The Dolphins will counter its
height advantage by playing sever- ·
al types of zone defenses to control
the amount of inside scoring of
O'Connor and freshman forward
Meagan Scaggs.
SEE DOLPHlllS •
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Coming off its biggest win of the season with a
112 dual meet road victory against Saint Louis
• weeks ago, the Eastern men's swim team will be
action this Saturday taking on Butler at the
Natatoriuril.
The Panther men (4-2) have won their last
dual meets and four of the last five after dropping
opening meet against Louisville. While Eastern headl
into the meet on a roll, Butler has struggled of late 1cJe.
ing two straight dual meets to Illinois-Chicago
Ball State and also had a disappointing third-pJace fin.
ish at the University of W1SC0nsin-Green Bay, finishing nearly 100 points behind the host school for thetql
spot.
With the teams heading in different direct:ilJlll
Panthers head coach Ray Padovan likes F.asterq
chances come Saturday.
"Both teams (Eastern and Butler) have some
talent," Padovan said. ''The main difference
the twQ is depth. Butler lacks depth, and we s
(capitalize on that) and have good paces all the.._
through."
No matter how deep the opposition may be, the
Panthers can expect a good swini from senior Rich
Wahlgren. The Palos Heights native leads the team
with 12 individual wins on the season and has won
100-yard and 200-yard freestyle in each of the
four events.
Joining Wahlgren as a key performer
Panthers will be
junior freestyler
Tum
Watson.
Win will extend
Winning the 500Eastern winning
yard freestyle for
streak to four games
· the seventh consecutive meet against
• Opponent: Butler
Saint Louis, Watson
will look to continue
• When: 1 p.m.
his streak when he
faces off against
Butler's Raj Duggal
• Who to watch from
and
Patrick
Eastern. Rich Wah1gren;12
McKenny.· Watson's
streak in the 500Individual wins, Tom
yard free should
Watson, 7 consecutive
move to eight as his
Wins in the 500-yaro
time of 4:49.59
against Saint Louis
fnlestyle.
was considerably
quicker
than
Duggal's 4:56.85 and McKenny's 5:10.35 during
last swim in the event.
·
The Panthers 4-2 record is extremely im
considering the fact there are nine freshman on
25-man roster. Not all of Eastern's freshman
made an immediate impact but freestyler Bill S
·definitely has. The Amos A. Stagg graduate has
11 meets on the season and in every dual meet this
son he's been victorious in at least one event.
"Bill has been exceptional as a freshman,"
said. "He is really swimming great and has some ·
time bests already this year."
Another freshman of note has been diver
'Ihlbilsy with four individual wins. With the four
finishes, ~ also given the Panthers an edge
most teams in the diving competition which was ·
ing last year when Eastern did not have a male dive
"Dave's been a lot better than I thought,"
said "He's done a nice job with the dives."
Padovan also mentioned Tyson Beaman in
breaststroke as a freshman who has surprised so
"We have several freshman wanting to breakout
Tyson has already filled in for us in the breas1tstnlll
The women should be in good position to pick
their second dual meet win of the season. Led by
omore Jenny Curry and senior Jordan Sherb
the Panthers will look to snap a two meet
streak.
''We match up especially good in the women's ·
Padovan said. ''We will also gain an advantage
the Butler women are not very deep."
Over the last three dual meets, the Butler
have been outscored 12lKi6 (Ball S~ate), 1
(Illinois-Chicago) and 73-46 (Xavier).
One concern for Padavon is how the team
to their first action in nearly two weeks. The
mers went home for the Thanksgiving break
swam mostly with club teams, making Pa
unsure how the team will look this weekend.
"I don't know how we'll look," Padovan said.
trying to see how we'll do through practioe and I
tell some did a lot of work over tbe boakand some
n't do as much."

REVIEW Tltll
The Last Samurai"

ON THE VERGE OF THE WEEKEND

THE DAILY
EASTERN NEWS

Tum Cruise's new film gives
viewers a reason to applaud
Maveric, if only just once.

fridatDecetnberS,2003

Rating: A-
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•Eastern students traveled t,o Ft. Benning, Ga. to
Wipate in a demon-

stratUJt't against the
Western Hemisphere

1istit:ute for Security
Cooperation
ED11UR'S NOTE: Associate Verge
Editor Holly Henschen and Photo
Editor Colin Mcaul(tfe participated
in the demonstrations, which may
1lave c:aused the writer's and phoIOgrapher opinions to be biased.

ALL PHOTOS BY COLIN MCAULIFFE

Photo Editor

By Holly Henschen
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

In America, all citizens have the
right to free speech and assembly.
Tun thousand people exercised
these rights in front of Fort
Benning Military Base Nov. 22 and
23. in Columbus,
Georgia.
1be demoostration was organized by a group called School o.f the
Americas (or SOA) Watch. The
group charges the Western
Hemisphere Institute for Security

Cooperation, called the SOA until
2001, with teaching its students
practices that lead them to violate
human rights.
The School of the Americas was
founded as The Latin American
'Ihrining Center in 1946 in Panama.
"It trained more than 8,000 U.S.
military members in lessons we
bad learned from Word War Il,"
the Ft. Benning web site says.
The school was renamed the U.S.
Army School of the Americas . in
during
the
Kennedy
Administration, and then moved to
Ft. Benning in Columbus, Ga, in
1984.
The WHINSEC Web site s the

U.S. army has trained more than
61,00 people to help "foster a spirit
of cooperation and interoperability
among militaries throughout the
hemisphere. The vast majority
contributed positively to the
region's transition to democracy."
SOAWatch says WlllNSEC "has
trained
over 60,000 Latin
American soldiers in counterinsurgency techniques, sniper training,
commando and psychological warfare, militray intelligence and
interrogation tactics."
The group says graduates use
what they learn at SOA and WHINSEC to target educators, union
organizers, religious, workers, stu-

dent leaders and others who work
for the rights of the poor.
"Hundreds of thousands of Latin
Americans have been tortured,
raped, assasinated, 'disapeared.'
massacred and forced into refugee
by those trained at the school,"
according to the SOA Watch Web
site.
Jiuman rights organizations
such as Amnesty International say
WHINSEC should be closed and
investigated.
Protests, both informal and
organi7.ed, have been held in front
of Ft. Benning since SOA Watch
was formed in 1990.
SE E WHlllSEC • Page415

ADVICE COLUMN

FEATURE

DVD REVIEWS

CONCERT CALENDAR

The Verge invites students to lay
down on the couch and tell us
your problems.

Eastern students travel to
Georgia to protest Western
Hemisphere Institute for
Security Cooperation.

Tunacious D's "The Complete
Masterworks" new DVD is easy to fall ·
in love with.

J. davis trio will rock Friends & Co.

•
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•
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Ask an editor •.• or two
Students are people too, and
have
problems.
people
Sometimes these problems are
solved simply by asking the
opinion of others.
So, we at Verge, in our infinite wisdom, have decided to
create a advice column.
Every week, students can
seek advice from peers on
issues like school, friends,
work, members of the opposite
sex,
roommates,
family,finances and other rele-·
vant situations.
This won't be "Dear Abby,"
we assure. you.
Verge Editor Dan Valenziano
and Associate Editor Holly
Henschen will respond to reader's queries with the help, if
necessary, of professionals in a
field pertaining to the issue.
When writing in, please
include as much information
about the situation as possible the more we know, the more we
can help.
We won't reveal the identities
of those who seek advice unless
they insist. However, when stu-

Dan Valenziano
Verge Editor

Holly Henschen
~iateVerge

Editor

dents e-mail their questions to
Verge, they must include their
name and contact information
so we can properly address the
question if more context is
required.
Writers may want to include a
title such as, "Confused in
Carman" so we have some way
to refer to them.
Although we want to field as
many questions and help !lS
many people as possible, we will
not dignify prank questions
with a response. So please, keep
questions asking how to produce crystal meth or how to
hook up with your best friend's
mom to yourself.
Tu clarify, this is not the sex
column. We wanted to broaden
the spectrum of questions we
received to make Verge more
interesting and pertinent to students.

Thursday:
Record« the Year
• ~ in b>ve," Beyonce featuring
Jay-Z
+ "Where Is the U:lve?" &Jack Eyed ~
and Justin 'fimberlake
• "Clock~'tColdplay
• ''lme Yourself," Eminem
+ "ffey Ya!," OUtKast

Calderon and Warren Zevon (Warren

+ ''Ulse Yourself," J. Bass, M. Mathers
and I... Resto (Eminem)

Staff
N THE VERGE OF THE WEEKEND

THE DAILY
EASTERN NEWS

Terminator 3: Rise
of the
Machines: John Connor is now in his
20s, and a female terminator, called
T-X or Terminatrix, is after him.
Another T-101 is sent back .through
time to protect Connor once again on
the verge of the rise of the machines.
Rated R.

• Fountetns of Wayne

• Heather Headle)T
• Se8nPaul
Pop VocalAJhum
•"Stripped.' Cluisnna J\guilera •

Rode Album

Kerasotes Showplace 8 in Mattoon

234-8898
2509 Hurst Drive, Mattoon
Bad Santa: The story of two conmen who go · on a road t_rip to malls
dressed as Santa and his elf. Rather
than spreading good cheer, the duo's
motive is to rob each establishment,
a strategy that becomes complicated
when they encounter an 8-year-old
who teaches them the true meaning
of Christmas. Rated R.
SHOWTIMES - (1 : 30 P.M . SAT. AND SUN .
ONLY), 4:15 P.M. , 8 P.M . AND 10:15 P. M.

Dan Valenziano, Verge editor

Mallory Hausman, Copy editor

Holly Henschen, Associate Verge editor

Ben Erwin and Stephen Haas,

Jesse Wu, Copy editor

Cover design

Dr. Seuss' The · Cat
in the Hat: A liveaction version of the
famous Dr. Seuss
story, padded out with
special effects and a

••••••••••••••••••••••
•

Trick and Treat •
your friends this
month;..
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The Last Samurai: In Japan, Ci
War veteran Captain Wood
Algren trains Emperor Meiji's troop4
in the way of the gun as they prepa!]
to defeat the last of the count~
samurais. But Algren's passion i
swayed when he is captured by th
samurai and learns about their tra
tions and code of honor. Rated R.
SHOWTIMES - (12:45 P.M. SAT AND SU
ONLY) , 3 : 50 P.M. , 7:00 P.M. AND 10:1
P.M.

Master and Commander: The Fa
Side of the World: Ship Surge
Stephen Maturin and Navy Ca
Jack Aubrey sail out to see the ri
ness and strangeness of life on t
far side of the world, against t
backdrop of Napoleonic Wars. Rat
PG-13 ..
The Missing: 19th-century Ne
Mexico, a father comes back hom
hoping to reconcile with his adu
daughter Maggie. Maggie's daugh
is kidnapped, forcing father a
estranged daughter to work togeth
to get her back. Rated R.
SHOWTIMES - (1 :f5 P.M . SAT. AND SU
ONLY), 4 P. M., 6:50 P.M . AND 9:40 P.M.

Timeline: A group of archaeo
cal students become trapped in
past when they go there to retri
their professor. 'rhe group must s
vive in 14th century France 1
enough to be rescued. Rated PG-1
SHOWTIMES - (1 P. M. SAT. AND S
ONLY) 3:40 P.M., 6 : 30 P.M. AND 9:20 P•

Royal Heights Apartments
.,,
.

- 3 8-drooll\ Apartments fOr Fal' 20
- 1, 3, pe1!$o~ rates !or ~prin,., 20
-~ Ne,,v Carpet!!
- New "F"rnltqre!!
·Free Parking

z,

Call 346-3583 For Info.

••

a

The Haunted Mansion: When a
workaholic visits a haunted house
with his family during a job inter·
view, he meets a ghost that teachet
him a lesson about the importance of
the family that he has neglecte
Rated PG.

SHOWTIMES - NOT YET RELEASED.

Country lbum
• "Cry," Faith rnn
• "'My Baby Don t Tolerate," Lyle Jnvctt
+ "Run That hr Me One More Time.''
W111i · N loon and Ray Price
• "Li ·e and Kitlin•,» Willie Nelson
•" ~V,' Stumin Th'8.11l
+ ••Lhi11. Lo\tin\ LDsin': Swgs of the
Louvin Brothen;!" Vadous Arns

2

Gothika: Rated R.
SHDWTIMES - NOT YET RELEASED.

SHOWTIMES - (2 P.M. SAT AND SUN ONLY),
5:15 P.M., 7:45 P.M. AND 10 P.M.

SHOWTIMES - NOT YET RELEASED

+ ''Spelikerl:>oxxxfl'he Love Below,..
OutK.aSt
• .. PhrenolQgy,'' The Roots

SHOWTIMES - (1 :45 P.M . SAT. AND SUN.
ONLY), 4 : 30. P. M., 7 : 30 P.M. AND 9:50
P.M .

SHOWTIMES
(2:15
P.M .
SAT. AND
SUNDAY ONLY), 6:45 P.M. AND (9:00 P. M.
FRI. A~D SH. ONLY)

Radio: Football coach Harold Jones
befriends. Radio, a mentally-chal·lenged student at T. L. Hanna High
School in Anderson, South Carolina.
Rated PG.

Curse," Ja.y·Z

Elf: After inadvertently wreakiql
havoc on the elf community due to
his ungainly size, a man raised as an
elf at the North Pole is sent to the
U.S. in search of his true identitJ'i
Rated PG.

Honey: Honey is a sexy, tougi.
music video choreographer whd
shakes up her life after her mentor
gives her an ultimatum: sleep with
him or be blacklisted within their'
industry:Rated PG-13.

SHOWTIMES - (2 P.M. SAT AND SUN ONLY),
7:00 P.M. AND (9 : 15 P.M. F-RI. AND SAT.
0 N LY)

+ "'Audioslnvc.'' Audioslave

SHOWTIMES - (2:30 P. M. SAT. AND SUN.
ONLY), 4:45 P.M., 7 :1 0 P.M. AND 9:10
. P.M.

Brother Bear: A young Native
American hunter seeks vengeance
against a bear, only to be magically
changed into a bear himself who
needs a bear cub's help for redemption. Rated G.

Gothika: Ghost story in which a
repressed female psychiatrist wakes
up as a patient in the very asylum
where she worked with no mem9ry of
committing a terrible crime. Rated
R.

"Brzdnwnshed,.. GeorRe Uarnson
•".Ban?," Anni LennOx
• "Motown." Michael McDcmald
+ .. lusnfied," Ju tlo Timberlake

few risque moments that were not in
the original book. Rated PG.

SHOWTIMES - (2:45 SAT. AND SUN. ONLY),
5P.M ., 7:20 P. M. AND 9 :30 P.M.

M

+ "Beautiful," Linda Perry (Chnstina

+SO Cent

University Board sponsored movie
shown in the Buzzard Hall Auditorium

7.05 Monroe Street

Rap Album
• ··under Collstruction " Missy Elliott
• 'Get Rieb 01' Die 'lfyln', m Cent
+ ''The :Blueprint2:The Gift & ~

Aguilera)
• "Danee With My Father," Richard Marx
and Luther Vandross (Luther Vandross)
+ "I'm Wrth You," Avril Lavigne and The
MatriX (Avril Lavigne)
• "K~p Me in Your Heart," Jorge

New Artist

SHOWTIMES - 6.P.M.

345-9222

" +-rhe l:Mtc R(lad,r' fckelbltd<..

+ Evanescence

The Dinner Game: Each week,
Pierre and his friends organize what
is called as "un diner de cons."
Everyone brings the dumbest guy he
could find as a guest. Pierre thinks
his champ - Fran~ois Pignon - will
steal the show. Rated PG-13

Kerasotes Wiii Rodgers Theatre

sent to eiuverge@hotmall.com.

+ .''.l\40re. ',lbaD You Thirik Yau Are,•
maichtiOx tWerity

1.evon)

Movie Club Movie shown In the Coleman
Auditorium

SHOWTIMES - 5 P.M. AND 8 P.M.

• ...Filllen." Evanes«'nce
• "One by One." 1-·oo F'ighters

Song of the Year

For all you cinema buffs

Advice column questions should be

Grammy guide
Nominations in top categories for fhe
46th annual Grammy Awards annmmced

MOVIE CORNER

................................

~
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"HOME OF THE ELEPHANT EAR TEt~_J~ERL
open from 7am-Bpm all week
• Breakfast All Day • Burgers
;..~:i·:1·,.Jibmemade :p;u ·• Beef.SandwJi;Jjjl'.
1410 A~rport Road 243-9433-
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Jackson Ave. gets jazzy
By Julie Bourque
STAFF WRITER

Jackson Avenue Coffee will host
the "Sleigh Full of Jazz" show
Saturday to coincide with the
Christmas in the Heart of
Charleston festival.
Musician's from Eastern's jazz
program will perform at the free
show.
The members will be playing a
mixture of jazz music and
Christmas songs, said Eric
Chapman, who is arranging the
concert.
"Four of five of the tunes will be
standard jazz, two or three will be
small originally arranged tunes,
and then there will be a few
thristmas tunes as well,"
!Chapman said.
Some of the songs will be played
with a small big band; featuring
three reed instruments, four brass
tlstruments, and a rhythm section.
The concert will be split up into
three sections to produce different

types of jazz music. The first set is
two or three large ensemble tunes,
which is classical jazz music, the
middle section is three or four
bebop, jazz small ensemble tunes.
All musicians will regroup for the
final set and close up the concert.
Although the jazz performance
comprises many members, John
Siddle and Weiland Schroecler of
Green Jenkins will be featured on
the saxophone and trombone,
respectively.
Members of the band have been
playing together anywhere from
one to five years, with some even
majoring in jazz studies.
"Sleigh Full of Jazz" is mainly
for the Christmas in the Heart of
Charleston festival, but Chapman
said this jazz performance will be
an introduction to what's coming
next semester. The event is scheduled for 8 p.m.
Jackson Avenue will periodically host jazz festivals next semester, welcoming all members of the
community.

imbaugh's records seized
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP)
- Rush Limbaugh told listeners
on his radio show Thursday that
secutors in Palm Beach
unty have seized medical
rds from four of his doctors,
but he called the investigation a
"t1shing expedition."
Limbaugh, reading .from a
1tatement prepared by his attorney, denied any wrongdoing and
said the medical records will
tlear him.
"What these records show is
that Mr. Limbaugh suffered
extreme pain and had legitimate
reasons for taking pain medication," Limbaugh said, reading
from the statement by attorney
Roy Black. "Unfortunately,
~cause of Mr. Limbaugh's
minence and well-known
litical opinions, he is being subted to an invasion of privacy
no citizen oJ this republic should

endure."
The statement also said: "Let
us make our position clear: Rush
Limbaugh is not part of a drug
ring. He was never a target of a
drug investigation."
The conservative commentator
was absent from his show for five
weeks recently while spending
time at a drug rehabilitation program because of his addiction to
prescription painkillers.
Previously, law enforcement
sources in Palm Beach County,
where Limbaugh owns a $24 million oceanfront mansion, confirmed that a criminal investigation into a prescription drug ring
involved Limbaugh. His former
maid, Wilma Cline, reported supplying him with OxyContin and
other painkillers.
Mike Edmondson, a spokesman
for the state attorney's office,
declined comment.

u _ws

Jacko's documentary may have
led to child molestation charges
LOS ANGELES (AP) -

More

than a year ago, Michael Jackson

let a BBC crew into his bizarre
world for a TV documentary he
no doubt hoped would boost his
fading career.
Instead, "Living With Michael
Jackson" may have triggered the
child molestation case that
threatens to destroy Jackson and
his multimillion-dollar music
empire.
Exactly what happened is a
matter of dispute, but interviews
with several sources close to
Jackson and the accuser's family
reveal one consistent thread: The
documentary set in motion a
series of events that led to the
pop star's arrest last month.
The TV special, broadcast
worldwide last February to an
audience of millions, offered
images of Jackson's fairy-tale
estate, Neverland, his lonely trips
to Las Vegas and his lavish spending habits. It also showed him
talking about sleepovers with
children at Neverland and holding the hand of a cancer-stricken
boy - the boy who is now
Jackson's accuser.
Those close to Jackson's
defense team allege that around
the time the TV special aired, the
mother demanded a fee for her
son's appearance. When Jackson
refused, they say, the relationship between the family and
Jackson soured.
In an alternate version, those
close to the mother's side say she
did not ask for payment. Instead,
they say Jackson began acting
strangely just before the special
aired, telling the family they
were in danger and would have to
pack their belongings and leave
their home.
According to this account,
Jackson barred the family .f'I;Qql
Neverland, after which the mother hired an attorney - the same
lawyer who had represented a

boy in a molestation claim
against Jackson 10 years ago.
The sources spoke to The
Associated Press on condition of
anonymity but are in a position to
know each side's version of
events.
Jackson lawyer Mark Geragos
catted the latest accusations "the
big lie" and said the singer denies
molesting the boy, now 13. The
Santa Barbara County district
attorney's office said it expects to
file formal charges the week of
Dec.15.
Everyone is in agreement on
one thing: Jackson's relationship
with the boy began with a good
deed. Jackson was told by Jamie
Masada, a comedy store owner
who runs a camp for underprivileged children, that a child hospitalized with cancer wanted to
meet him.
Jackson, who supports.._ many
children's charities, obliged and
formed a relationship with the
boy and his mother. The boy visited Neverland as his condition
improved and gradually became
part
of
Jackson's
large
entourage.
In the TV documentary, which
was filmed over an eight-month
period and aired in this country
on ABC, Jackson defended his
habit of letting children sleep in
his bed as "sweet" and non-sexual. In one ~ne, the boy, his head
sometimes resting on Jackson's
shoulder, told the interviewer he
had been a guest for sleepovers·
at Neverland.
The sleepovers have been a
subject of curiosity for years: In
1993, Jackson was accused of
molesting a 13-year-old boy.
Jackson denied the allegations
but paid the family millions in a
setttem~l!!:..:.-:.:~2~ ~J?<?.r~would not
~~~\e..-iw -{1l'(>S~tors, and
no charges were ever filed.
The month the documentary
aired, Jackson hired Geragos, a

high-powered Los Angeles
defense attorney who represented actress Winona Rydet and
Whitewater
figure
Susan
McDougal.
Sources
familiar
with
Jackson's defense said the singer
hired Geragos because the boy's
mother was demanding payment
for her son's appearance in the
90-minute documentary. The documentary producers had neglected to get the boy to. sign the stan•dard disclaimer form.
Those sources said Geragos
obtained an affidavit and a taperecorded statement from the
child and the mother. They
praised Jackson as being like a
father to the child and said nothing inappropriate had happened
between Jackson and the boy.
Geragos declined to comment
for this story.
A source who is fu contact with
the boy's family said no demand
for payment was made and outlined a different scenario.
Last February, when the BBC
video was about to air, Jackson
became alarmed because much
of the pre-show publicity focused
on his relationship with children
and the previous child molestation allegations against him.
Shortly before the special
aired, a source close to the family
said, Jackson sent his assistants
to the boy's home and told the
family to pack their belongings
and leave, saying, "Someone
wants to hurt you."
They were then taken to
Neverland, where Jackson met
with them and said they had to
leave town. There was talk of
their leaving the country, but that
never happened. Instead, they
were whisked off to a lavish hotel
!n., f'!oi:i\i~, .. ,later i:etQrni.9,g to
Southern ·catifornia. ·..J~~!iQn.
then paid for them to stay in a
hotel in Ventura, not far from
Neverland.

award show for award shows? "'1hat'll they·think of next?
NEW YORK (AP)- "The Award
Show Awards Show," which isn't an
awards show but a documentary,
you to know there are 565
-.Ow-biz awards competitions
each year, of which 100 are televised. That's more than one broadcast every four days.
Consider: On the heels of "The
First Annual Spike TV Video Game
wards," which aired Thursday,
the coming week brings "The 14th
Annual Billboard Music Awards"
on Fox, "The Third Annual DVD
lxclusive Awards" (whatever that
Is) on FX, and the inaugural
l:ommie awards on Comedy
l:entral going head-to-head with
#fhe Award Show Awards Show,"

which Trio is airing 9 p.m. EST ing culture).
Sunday.
.
"The Award Show Awards
Wide-ranging and snarky, the Show" explores many facets of the
documentary expands on Andy media-celebrity complex.
It examines the monetary blessWarhol's prediction: Not only are
you destined to be famous for 15 ings realized from a top-drawer
minutes, at this rate you're also award like the Oscar or Grammy,
practically a shoo-in for a televised. and the fierce campaigning mounted by would-be nominees.
award.
It exposes the driving
But as Thtum O'Neal, the film's
award-winning narrator, points force behind the awards-show panout, "Conflicts are endless when demic, which mainly reflects outawards shows outnumber the .standing achievement by the
works of art they are trying to industry in ginning up ever more
honor." Witness the juxtaposed shows for viewers to watch - and
clips of a program that wins both a thus ever more outlets for promotPrism (for accurately portraying ing entertainment product to the
.
.
the dangers of drug abuse) and a public.
It proposes ways to insure yourStony (for promoting the pot-smok-

"°ts

self a prize. (If you're Susan Lucci,
just keep showing up.)
From the lectern of a decadesold Oscar broadcast, Jimmy
Stewart remarks on how seemingly ''us folks out here in Hollywood
spend most of our time just givin'
awards to each other. It's amazing
how any work gets done."
"Awards shows," says Alan Alda
in a long-ago interview, "mainly
publicize the people giving the
awards." ·
Not to be outdone, "The Award
Show Awards Show" institutes its
own mock prizes in such categories as Most Meaningless
Awards Shows (a leading con- ·
tender is the award show for

infomercials)
. and
Most
Inexplicable Snubs: There was
never an Emmy for Jackie
Gleason, never so much as a
Grammy nomination for the Who!
And who else could tell you why
the carpet is red? As O'Neal
explains, Hollywood borrowed it
"from pre-colonial India, where
rajahs chose the color red since it
was the rarest, and thus most
expensive dye."
O'Neal, of course, brings
special authority to the documentary. In 1974 she walked the red
carpet as a 10-year-old Oscar nominee for best supporting actress in
her first film, ''Paper Moon."

Copy edit for the••~

Copy edit for the !mW·

Copy edit for the D~

Copy edit for the J},~N,,,......_
_

Sunday Brunch
Enjoy the· duet of pleasures in earning MONEY
for finding fault in the work of others.
Great learning experience, stroq command of grammar and Anoclated Press style preferred.
Contact Matt Melnhelt at mmelnheltflyahoo.com or 581-2812 for more Information.
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Adult: $7.75
Senior (over IO): $8.75
Ages 3-12: $3.75
Children under 3: FIM
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WHINSEC:

Goorgia protest brougbt 16
from Eastern, 10 thousand
others
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 B

Above: A protester sits atop the Fort Benning sign watching the
military police. Below: Protesters participated in a mock funeral
representing civilians reported dead from soldiers that went to the

school.

'I\vo blocks of street space before the stone
gate of Ft. Benning were sectioned off by police
tape and barricades. The entrance to the protest
area was a security checkpoint. All attending
the demonstration were searched with metal
detectors before entering the perimeter. When
an officer searched the purse of an Eastern student, he found an objectionable item.
"He got out my keys and took away the clasp
Eastern keychain, and said .he needed to confiscate it for security purposes," said Theresa
Krononburger, senior element~ education
major.
"I had a small safety pin holding my purse
together, and they took that, too," she said.
The City of Columbus set up a perimeter and
demonstrators must enter and exit through
access points. Last year, the city took an
unprecedented action by requiring people to
undergo searches as a condition for participation in a public demonstration, , a SOAW press
release said. SOA Watch and the ACLU filed an
emergency brief with the 141th Circuit Court of
Appeals in hopes of a getting a ruling on an
ap~ they had made about the 2002 mass
searches. The court did not respond.
The self-described nonviolent protesters
were undaunted by the extra security.
Demonstrators from all walks of life covered
the area-young, old, friends, families, political
organiz.ations, church groups, community councils, democrats, republicans, independents,
anarchists and communists.
The sidewalks were lined with representatives of a myriad groups that offered information on WHINSEC and other international and
domestic issues. Amnesty International, Act
N:o\f to Stop war and Racism (ANSWR), Student
Environmental Action Coalition, Greenpeace,
Democracy Now, Veterans for Peace and
Citizens for Kucinich, to name a few, had tables
lining the area.
A Global Exchange tent was serving Cafe
Campesino Fair 'Irade coffee for donations of $1
a cup to demonstrators.
The closer attendance were greeted by the
competing volumes of speakers and music.
While organizers presented speakers and performers, the sound of martial music overcame
the demonstration sound system. The tunes of
"The Army Song" and "God Bless the USA"
blared from a speaker situated just inside Ft.
Benning's gate.
''Why cail they play music and we can't?" Ft.

·-----------------·
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345-3400

I NQt valid with anv other offer.
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Benning spokesman Rich McDowell said.
''We're not participating in political action; we're
playing patriotic music," Columbus LedgerInquirer reported him as saying.
Young and old on the demonstration side of
the fence gathered and danced mockingly to the
patriotic music. Onlookers applauded and shouted "Freebird!" requests.
SOA Watch sent out a mass e-mail requesting
its supporters call Ft. Benning and demand the
music coming from the base be stopped. The
music ended around 3:30 p.m.
Despite the excess sound, many speakers and
performers were still audible. United Auto
Workers and AFL-CIO were the first groups to
offer a statement solidarity. They supported tfle
movement to support worker's rights in Central
America.
"If we don't fight for those workers, we're
going to be brought to the level of poverty of
those workers," their representative said. .
A sign language interpreter accompanied the
speeches, and many them were translated to
English from Spanish and vice versa.
Ft. Benning offered a scheduled tour of
WHINSEC facilities to the public. Over 250 people gathered around the back gate to the b~ as
military while officials checked for representation of each group. They checked IDs and led
people onto the base before they were loaded
into buses. A surplus of visitors resulted in a
longer wait for some group.
During the wait, Lt. Cnl. Robert Barinowski, a
WHINSEC, instructor chatted with people who
were presumably there to protest the institution
that employs him.
The school employs 26 instructors, he said, 10
of which are from the U.S. military and 16 are
Latin American.
He teaches classes in the standard professional development school. Barinowski instructs two
WHINSEC courses: commanding general staff
officers, which lasts 11 months, and a fourmonth · captains course, taught to Latin
Americans. Half of the captain's course students, he said, are Columbian counter-narcotics
agents.
He explained the school is like a military
exchange program.
,.
"It's a foreign relations tool," Barinowski said.
WHINSEC students attend five days week,
Barinowski said. Physical fitness training is
mandatory on three of the days. Class extends
from 9 a.m. until lunch at noon, and resumes at
lp.m. until 4 or 5 at night.
''We try to have more (field) application than
(in-class) contact hours,'! Barinowski said
Students visit Civil War battle sites like
Chicamunga and Andersonville and discuss
leadership and human rights, he said.
"Democracy and human rights training is a
requirement for every course that is taught,''
Barinowski said.
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C headquarters
were informed
them to tour the

Richard

Downie, a law professor, a former
U.S. State Department ambassador
to East Tirnoor and a Guatemalan
military official heard questions of a
crowd that did not seem satisfied
with their answers.
The nation's largest funeral precession was the center of the demonstration's second day. Symbolic
funeral procession to honor all victims of the SOA and WHINSEC and
white crosse~, banners, us flags,
home made signs abounded.
Thousands of demonstrators facing the stage parted for procession
of drumming Buddhists. They were
completing their Walk for World
Peace that spanned miles and almost
a week, On the journey, supporters
provided them food and shelter.
A traditional Mayan blessing was
given, offering things prayers to all
of the elements and directions.
Many speakers, including a representative of Sept. 11 Families for
Peaceful Tumorrow, voiced their
opposition to WHINSEC. Solidarity
statements by Noam Chompsky,
Martin Sheen, Susan Sarandon,, the
Indigo Girls, Bonnie Raitt, Jackson
Browne, democratic presidential
candidate, Dennis Kucinich, historian Howard Zinn and columnist
Harvey Wasserman were read to
the crowd; who interjected with
cheers.
Organizers commended a group
of students who slept on the stage
Saturday night to prevent the theft
of sound equipment.
Solidarity with other protests was
also a priority.
SOA Watch had organized with
Mobilization to Stop the FfAA in
Miami, Fla., who organized against
the Free Trade of the Americas talks
the previous week, as well as people
in Britain demonstrating against visiting U.S. President George W. Bush.
A statement from the Stop the War
Coalition in England said, "We recognize our government's foreign policies are not bringing security to the world any
more than their economic policies are bringing
prosperity."
Demonstrators sang along as a musician's collective performed "Rivers of Babylon." ·
Folk musician Pete Seeger played his song
''Tum, Turn, Turn, (Th Everything There is a
Season)" and "Amazing Grace" with crowd
assistance.
''They tried to drown our voices out," Father
Roy Bourgeois, SOA Watch founder, told those

•
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who had assembled. ''We are going to keep coming back every year until the school is shut
down."
The crowd read the a list of wrongs allegedly
committed by the SOA, detailing the violations
in each country involved. They also committed
to act under nonviolence guidelines during the
protest.
Thousands of somber activists assimilated
lines 10 across to pay respects to people they
probably never knew. The crowd was hushed
as organizers began to sing a capella the
names and ages of the supposed victims. After
each name, they lifted their crosses and
responded "Presente," 'present' in Spanish.
The list went on for hours, accompanied by as
solemn drum beats. Inching closer to the
chain-link fence that partially surrounds Ft.
Benning an frightening sight was visible.
Figures shrouded in black, huddled around
others sprawled on the ground covered fake
blood were participating in a demonstration.
They stayed deathly still the entire time.
Mock coffins rested against the Ft. Benning
gate, on which someone had chalked a peace
sign. And the fence fastly became cluttered
with flowers the white wooden memorials left
by mare.h ers.
Military officials trickled into the area on the
other side of the fence, some les~ ~ ten feet
away from protesters. They carried zip ties to
use as restraints for protesters who could find a
way onto the base.
People began to climb up the stone gate, and
finally one jumped off onto the Ft. Benning side
of the base. Cheers erupted from the assembly
on the protest side of the fence as he was taken
by the officers on the other side.
Chants of "Let him go!" and "Shame on you!"
were met with a military official reading the p0licy of Ft. Benning regarding those who intruded
onto its property.
Fifty-one people were arrested that weekend.
The SOA website said most, who had to post
$1,000 bond, were released after being
arraigned. Three people requested that on one
bail them out.
Former Eastern· student Sean Barth; ·24, of
Bloomington, crossed the line onto Ft. Benning
and was arrested in 2000. At that time the front
gate remained open and no chain link fence kept
protesters out. Roy Lanham and Brenda
Paczynsky-de Lathower from Eastern, were
also arrested. The three received ban-and-bar
letters stating they could not enter a military
compound for 5 years upon penalty of 6 months
jail time.
Barth does not regret his decision.
"Knowing what I know about the .injustices
being perpetuated by my own government,
which is supported, more or less by our own tax
dollars, I ·felt obligated to witness those injustices."

• ~ Lindley Apartments
for 2004

2 Bedroom
•completely furnished •Free DSL
•newly remodeled •no pets
• low utilities • $245 per student
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BOOK REVIEW

'X2' ties up original's Jaffe reflects
loose ends; extras blow on reggae era
•12: X·Men Unltld"
Brians• • director
Riiing: B

By Ben Erwin
STAFF WRITER

light on the film
or its production. The viewer
is instead treated to boring
anecdotes about
Singer's previous
directorial work
and production
staff members
with cameos in
the film.
"X2's" second
disc
contain·s
bonus material,
but again the
a ddit iona 1
footage
and
extras don't cut
it. A brief history
of "X-Men" is
basic at best.
Creator
Lee
retells
stories
about the books
that are old news
to
fans.
A
N i g ht c r aw 1e r
featurette glosses over the character and spends
more time on the
special effects
that bring Kurt's
patented "BAMF" to life.
The deleted scenes are lackluster even if the viewer does
see unseen characters like
Jubilee or an extended cut of the
fight between Wolverine and
Deathstrike. Behind-the-scenes
footage and making-of vignettes
are dry and only informative as
cast and crew walk the viewer
through various aspects of production.
This isn't to say "X2" isn't an

Brian Singer's "X-Men" tried
to pack bits and pieces of nearly
40 years of Marvel lore into a 90minute movie on a shoestring
budget. His follow-up, "X2: XMen United," refined the characters and storyline into a' more
manageable and, ultimately,
more entertaining chunk of fanboy cinema.
The success of "X-Men" was
blamed for a rash of poorly produced and written pieces of
comic book pulp that never fully
represented the books or their
characters
("League
of
Extraordinary Gentlemen" and
"Daredevil" - I am looking in
your direction). "X2" went a long
way to ditch the schlock tag of
its genre by presenting compelling characters and an interesting storyline that could be
enjoyed by someone who didn't
know Stan Lee from Walt Disney.
With the "X2" DVD release,
Fox wisely chose to offer a twodisc package f~om the .get-go,
without waiting for fan approval
to release a special edition.
Though loaded with features, the
discs still leave a bit to be
desired. Fox obviously went for
quantity over quality.
The DVD contains commentary from Singer, cinematographer Newton Thomas Sigel and
the film's wriling/producrng
tlllal_Dttiiut..........
....1n111;u- e~~~
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By Holly Henschen

"One Lan: Uta with Ball ..._
and the Wallen·

ASSOCIATE VERGE EDITOR

great strides in his depictions of
Lee's characters and the book's
underlying allegory of tolerance, racism and humanity. No
film devoted to more than a single character is complete, and
Fox should be commended for
his ability to bring Marvel's
vision to life. But something
with more depth than a puddle
would have been nice for fans of
the series rather than the majority of people who saw the film in

~~~er;. -~~k:

th~ters.

REVIEW

Bob Marly and the Wail~rs are
as universal as dreadlocks, or
vice versa.
Lee Jaffe, the author of "One
Love," attests he introduced
more than reggae into America
by bringing Marley and· the
Wailers to their first show in
New York City in the early '70s.
"I brought live dreadlocks in
3D, the dreads from another
planet," Jaffe said in his
photodocumentary.
Jaffe, who tourea with the
Wailers and Peter Tush as a harmonica player, lived with the
band for three years.
Before he met Marley and was
initiated a Wailer, Jaffe had a
career as an international art
filmmaker. He acted as a representative for the then-fledgling
Island Records and became
Marley's close companion. This
was
controversial
among
Marley's Tuff Gong Records circle because Jaffe was white. But
the author soon adopted the
Rasta religion and helped introduce Bob Marley and the Wailers
to the world of music for profit.
Candid photos and recollections from the formation of the
band create a comprehension
that could never be encapsulated
in an episode of "VHl Behind the
Music." Like a family photo
album or friend's scrapbook,
"One Love" documents the good
and bad times of the most
famous reggae band of the 20th
century. It also gives a feel for
the sociological climate of
Jamaica, where much of the book
is set. Jaffe remembers his input
on various Wailer's lyrics, includ-

Lee Jaffe

flaling:A

ing "I Shot the Sheriff" and
"Rebel Music."
"One Love" is more pictures
than words - great for readers
with short attention spans. The
photos are full of emotion, circumstance and foliage.
It's hard-bound format and
dramatically large pages are a
plus for active types.
The night after I finished this
book, I sat around a campfire in
another state with students from
North Carolina. A guitar, mandolin and a few bottles were
passed around. Sing-a-long songl
from Grateful Dead, Nirvana
and, yes, Bob Marley and the
Wailers proved music is the most
communicative
language.
Almost everyone knows the
words to "Redemption Song."
"One Love" is available at
Booth Libr~: ML88.M39 J34

Jackson's 'Number Ones' fail the test of time
By Ben Elwin
STAff WRITER

While Michael Jackson's sanity
has long been a source of debate

since he mutated from a black
man to an effeminate white
woman, his musical abilities have
rarely been questioned.
With his latest cookie-cutter
compilation "Number Ones,''
however, the listener quickly
goes from never getting enough
to realizing just how dated and
trite Jackson's music has become.
Songs like "Don't Stop 'Til You
Get Enough" and "Rock With
You" may have jump~started
Jackson's career away from his
brothers, but both tracks sound

horrendously dated courtesy of
flimsy drum machine beats and a
morsel of decrepit Disco flair.
Likewise, tunes like "Billie
Jean" and "The Way You Make
Me Feel" sound not only a bit
dated, but rather creepy in light
of more than a decade of allegations of child abuse. As Jackson
vainly croons about groupies and
personal pleasure, the listener's
cringe factor becomes almost
unbearable.
It's a bit too presumptuous to
say Jackson never had talent as a
singer or a songwriter, but almost
everything on "Number Ones"
sounds like an '80s Mutt Lange
production lacking any real
instruments and completely

drenched in reverb.
Even "Beat It," one of
Jackson's biggest hits, is little
more than a fuzz-drenched
retread of The Beatles' "Day
Tripper." Maybe it is because
Jackson has become so ubiquitous or simply outdated, but very
few songs on "Number Ones" fair
well in modem context.
The drums are electronic, the
keyboards are often annoying,
and the vocals have been dubbed
so many times and with so much
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reverb it's hard to tell what
Jackson really sounds like.
Ballads like "You are not Alone"
and "Earth Song" may pass as listenable, but rockers like "Black
or White" and "Dirty Diana" are
laughable at best as Jackson tries
his best to have a little edge.
''Number Ones" should have
been a celebration of Jackson's
astonishing career, but comes
across as a lame excuse by a desperate artist needing some quick
cash with yet another tepid
"greatest
hits"
package.
Jackson's once powerful voice
and innovative dance moves now dated and trite - hold barely
a· glimpse of the former self-pnr
claimed "King of :pop."

~--------------
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ast Samurai shocks and entertains, Cruise shines
STARRING:
KEN WATANABE
. TOM CRUISE
KDYUKI
DIRECTED BY:
EDWARD ZWICK

By Kevin Coulton
STAFF WRITER

On paper, "The Last
Samurai" shouldn't work.
An outsider might assume it
is a star vehicle for Mr.
Cruise with no purpose
other than to further
enhance his ego and public
appeal. Fortunately, this
couldn't be farther from the
truth.
The film opens serenely
with a montage of beautiful
scenery that we are meant
to believe is Japan.
Ironically, -most of the films'
exteriors were filmed in

New Zealand.
As stated previously, the
movie is remarkably better
than it appears to be. The
reason it works so well is the
fact that it doesn't glorify
Tum Cruise's character as a
hero, but rather it glorifies
the honorable code of the
samurai.
Cruise's
character,
Nathan Algren, is a Civil
War veteran who was hired
by Japan's Imperial Army to
train its troops. He is merely
a third party who witnesses
and is affected by the repercussions of the samurai code
without strictly adhering to
it to the degree his newfound samurai friends do.
The heart of the film is the
relationship between Algren
and Katsumoto, the leader
of a samurai rebellion
against the emperor of
Japan. For the majority of
the
film,
Algren
is
Katsumoto's prisoner. He
was captured in battle but
was
spared
because
Katsumoto saw the "warrior" within him.

Although · Algren is, at
first, unresponsive and
opposed to his samurai ~
tors, he eventually sees the
geometric logic and honor
inherent in their system.
One of the strangest dramatic conflicts in the film is
the fact Algren is hosted by
the widow of a samurai he
killed in battle. And while
there is sexual tension
between them, the movie
doesn't slip into an overbearing romantic subplot
The movie works well on
many levels, and its only
shortcoming is a big-name
celebrity as the star of the
film. Cruise does a fine job,
but he's far too recogni7.able.
Thefilm would have benefitted 1;1esthetically with an
unlmown actor, but there's
no denying that Cruise is a
major box-office draw that
will generate revenue for
the film. And without him
signing on, the movie might
never have been made.' So
for the first and last time,
everyone thank Tum.

DVD REVIEW

Spoof rock, or is it? Tenacious D breaks the mold
By Ben Erwin
STAFF WRITER

Rising from their status of
underground legends, Jack Black
and Kyle Gass - the members of
the self-proclaimed greatest band
on Earth, Tenacious D - have procured a spOt alongside heroes Led
1,eppelin and Dio with the DVD
collection "Tenacious D: The
Complete Masterworks."
Tenacious D, at its core, is one
part spoof-metal, one part folk
rock and one part Spinal Tap sans
exploding drummers. With liberal
doses of humor riding alongside
beautiful harmonies and Gass's
excellent fretwork, it's easy to forget that the pair are competent
·
musicians.

"Complete Masterworks" is a
comprehensive collection of the
group's television appearances,
videos and HBO mini-shows. It
even contains the group's now-legendary audition at London's
Brixton Academy.
Within the 2-disc collecnon,
there's more than enough D to satisfy even the biggest ''Psycho" fan.
The HBO clips offer an interesting
look into the evolution of the group
from hokey side-project to legendary rock outfit. Clips show
Black's comedic ·capabilities in a
way none of his movies truly can.
Included in the episodes are the
stories of how Kyle once quit the
D, the group's encounter with
Sasquatch and an unsuccessful

''The Compli!ltl Maslliw.,,UTooacloos D
Rating: e

ence and chemistry.
With the performance is a look
into the group's sense of humor, as
Jack slays a dragon during "Dio"
or Gass gives the ladies a peek at
his caboose during "Kyle Quit the
search for Inspirato.
Band."
The Brixton performance is an
The HBO shorts and the concert
early D show featuring many of footage are the true gems in
the tunes that became fan "Masterworks." Let it never be
favorites. While the show is a little said Tenacious D doesn't give its
low-tech, songs like ''Wonderboy," fans their moneys worth. Disc two
"Kielbasa," "Fuck Her Gently" and also contains all of the group's
"Tribute" are all there in their videos and malting-of specials.
infancy. The performance' "1tirll' M:'litster'Worti wi f!ie ~~·
Tenacious D's equivalent to "The thing to actually seeing the D live.
Song Remains the Same" or "Live For a mere $15, the "D-VD" is the
in Central Park." "Masterworks" is perfect introduction for neophytes
the best, if not the only, videotaped or a tasty collection for longtime
example of the pair's stage pres- backstage Bettys.

As the semester ·is "wrapping" up, make sure to
advertise in the FINALS GUIDE!!
Here's our present to you...
Run a 3x'I in Monday December 15th's paper and
get 1/2 OFF on your ad in Monday January llth's
paper atter Christmas break!!
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There is rap music and
then there is "rap music
for the rest of us."
The J. davis trio, a
Chicago-based jazz/ hiphop band, will headline a
show at Friends & Co.
Friday.
Jason Kottwitz, owner
of Friends, said the band
has played at the bar
about eight or nine times.
"They do really well,"
he said. "They're playing
~ERGE Pl1 0 l0 I'll tnlllj llC AWllTrt
at the top of the heap.
Ron
of
Japan
toots his horn as Stuart
They draw a lot of peosings at Friend & Co.
ple."
He said the band has a
unique style.
Collective, Talib Kweli and
"It's kiAd of like jazz-influ- Shinehead.
enced but definitely not jazzRecently named the best act
formatted. Trance/ hip-hop is the · in Chicago in a poll taken by
best way I can describe (the "The Musicians Atlas," the J.
sound)."
davis trio has headlined major
Although Friends & Co. usual- shows at venues such as the
ly has more than one band on a House of Blues and the Green
show night, the case of the J. Mill Jazz Club.
davis trio is a different one.
Band members include: Flav"There's really no point in R-lce on bass and clarinet, Ron
having an opening band," of Japan on trumpet and hand
Kottwitz said. "Everyone just chimes, Stuart on vocals, congas and glockenspiel and the
wants to see J. davis.
"It's hard to find a supporting Professa on drums.
act locally that matches up with
Kottwitz said Friends & Co.
puts on as many as five shows a
them."
The J. davis trio has opened week.
"I do music whenever can get
for such acts as: Norah Jones,
De La Soul, The Roots, Michele it," he said. "I kind of try to
N'degeocello, Ozomatli, Ruben stick to touring acts."
Wilson, Poi-dog Pondering, Amel
Kottwitz said the J. davis trio
VERGE PHOTO BY COULIN MCAULIFFE
Larrieux, Greyboy Allstars, will take the stage around 11:15
Karl Densen, Black-Eyed Peas, p.m. There is a $6 cover charge Rav-R-lce slaps his bass guitar at a previous Friends
&Co.show.
Maceo
Parker,
Groove to get in the bar Friday night.
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Stuart sings for J. davis trio eerier this semester at Friends I Co.
The trio has performed with De La Soul, Black Eyed Peas and
Talib Kwali.

Guide to Better Living
By Colin McAullffe
PHOTO EDITOR

After receiving a couple compliments on
my last column on how to deal with telemarketing, I figured it helped people. So
now, in this column called "Guide to Better
Living," I will touch upon subjects that will
inform and enrich peoples' lives.
This installment will be called, "How to
be a Party Animal," but maybe a more accurate label would be, "Colin's a·Dick and you
Probably Shouldn't Invite him Into Your
House."
I've had my fair share of lame parties
with nothing to do but play Nintendo or
watch people act like idiots. So, I've created
several party games and activities to keep
me busy in strangers' homes.
Drunk or sober, they can bring excitement to any dull party. Enjoy.
• Rifle through CDs. I always find music to
put me in the mood. Whether it be new
wave or cheese metal, '80s music seems to
work the b.est. I've found Men Without
Hats, 'IWisted Sister, and Quiet Riot's "Cum
On Feel The Noise" to work best.
• Smart partygoers think ahead. You
should probably bring a costume. Once my
friend Jason hosted a party where you had
to dress as someone you want to go to hell.
So think ahead. Nothing says party like
dressing up like a leprechaun or giant
panda bear.

the handle as eye holes
and taped a bunch of
signs to it. The main sign
read, "Captain," and
incorporated a star logo.
The small print · read,
"Detroit Rock
City
Edition." One side had a
picture of a naked roller
bladder with a limp penis
Colin McAullffe
grabbing his ankles and
PHOTO ED IT OR
read, "Slap my ass." The
other side had some
awful drawing and something written about
oral sex. With only one hat, I knew there wasn't going to be much of a parade. I put it on
my intoxicated friend Rob's head and gave
him a magical scepter. Actually, the scepter
was an electric broom - no shit, an electric
broom. It looked like a regular broom, but
had a switch that gave it vacuum action by
the bristles. The parade consisted of him running around the room while I threw a ball at
him. Purely ridiculous! Needless to say, the
parade ended with some kid getting hit in the
head and a spin-kick that left Rob with a
bloody hand. Long live the captain.
• Break chairs. For some reason, I always
end up breaking chairs - purely accidental,
I assure you.
• Write on walls. Dirty limericks and inappropriate drawings work well. Something
dawned on me the other day: Without really
thinking about it, I've written the word
vagina in two different houses.

• Get a marker, and give passed-out party
guests mustaches or tattoos.

• Hide a dook. This is where you take a
poop and hide it in someone's bathroom.
Good hiding spots include the medicine
cabinet, in between rolls of toilet paper or
under the sink. You should tape a sign to the
door saying, "I hid a dook." This game was
invented by the great misfit Chris Pontius,
who was fired after a mental breakdown.
The skating magazine, Big Brother, hardly
~ms worth reading anymore.

•Climb onto things, and claim you can't get

• Spin drunks until they vomit.

• Search through the owners' closets and
wear their clothes.
• Draw faces on the eggs with a marker.
This way, they make hilarious expressions
when cracked (or thrown against the neighbor's house).
·

down.

•Once, I tried to make a bunch of party hats
and organize a parade. However, the host
claimed not to have any construction paper
or glitter sparkles, so I settled for ~ hat
~ out_ of an empty 2;4-pack box.. l ~~ •
~of sassors to make UW,t;Q. a ~k. kUsed

...

''

• Run' around naked. Not a personal
favorite of mine, but many seem to like it.
• Homemade fireworks equal fun.

• ~ yoor tnlschiewus deeds. Once I
took and broke.this~'B.t.ape.recorder and

left him messages on how I crapped under
his pillow and various other wholesome
activities. This works well with video camcorders.
• Walk in. Pee on the floor. Leave.

girls' house while she fixed a two-foot
hole in the wall from the party the day
before. She had a big-ass stuffed lion. At
first, we just ran in circles yelling
"Rawrrrr" and wrestled the lion. Then
Bill came up with the brilliant idea of pretending to be Green Peace. We crept in
the shadows and ran around the other.
side of the room. We then set about
releasing the lion into the wilds of Africa
- actually, it wasn't Africa but one can
always dream. "Run Free," we cried out
with our hearts and souls. It was so beau~
tiful to see a pretend lion being set free in
someone's basement (Africa) that a tear
trickled down the side of my face. I kner
I'd never be the same again.

• Role play. This is a personal favorite of
mine. 'Ii"y- to get others involved. For
instance, a few New Year's Eves ago, I
thought I should commemorate the monumentous holiday with an exciting climax.
My friend -Billy planned to repel down the
side of the house with his rock climbing
gear. He would act as the ball as we would
count down, but a mix of alcohol and being
a wimp persuaded him otherwise. So,
instead, I taped a bunch of toilet paper to . my face and C 0 N C E R T C A L E N D A R
declared I was Father Time and December5
Uptowner
I wasn't gong to give up 1998 • J. davis trio at
• Umphrey's
McGee at the
December13
without a fight. A young man Friends
Canopy Club in
•Bottle of
named Dan chose to dethrone
Champaign
Justus at Friends
me. Dressed as Baby New Year • They Might Be
- in nothing but a pink diaper - Giants at the Vic
• Bela Fleck and • December 17
he provoked a mock battle with Theater in
The
Flecktones at
Chicago
• Anti-Rag and
Father Time. I clearly had the
The Pagaent in
Rise Against at
upper hand, but chose to throw
St. Louis
Mississippi
December&
the fight so '99 would arrive.
Nights in St.
•
EIU
Brass
Another instance of role
December10
Louis
Ensemble pres- '
playing came the day before at ents
"A Sleigh •
• A Perfect Circle
a party. We had believed to be Full of Jazz" at
at the Peoria
sitting next to none otlier than Jackson Avenue
Civic Center
'80~ rock legends, Survivor! Coffee
Unsure. We asked our waiter if
December12
they were indeed the musical • Temple of Low
•Woodbox
masterminds behind "Eye of Men with Lorenzo Gang at Friends
the Tiger" and that other song Goetz at The
•TheMad
' Hornets at the
from Rocky when he's running Uptowner
up the stairs. The waiter had
never heard of them, so my
buddies and I belted out a couple of verses for him. The next
night we were in a basement
full of musical equipment and
decided to play Survivor, featuring the drummer from Def
Leppard - this was because I
could only find one drum stick
and. Luckily, I watched VHl's
Behind the Music. We played
all the hits of both bands and
finished our set with some new
impromptu songs in the
Noile/Spazz-core vein.
One f"mal a.ample of role
playiq occurred when Billy
and I were hanging Qut atsome.

